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Dedication 

I WOULD LIKE TO explain to you the reasons why I have dedi-

cated my Life to my True Master and to his Supreme work. My 

Master has shown me a practical way how to be in touch with 

the Immaterial Energy inside of me, with Life itself! Then Life 

itself has shown me how She has weaved my existence in my 

Mother’s womb, without any interference of my material 

mother, who was not involved in this weaving process. Conse-

quently, after this Inner learning process that Life offered to me, 

I had the chance to realize that She is my Primary Mother, who 

created me with an incredibly wonderful way. She simply uses 

the material body of the woman as a tool and intermediate in or-

der to make it possible for us to come to the world as new visi-

tors, to recognize her, to realize the Indescribable Magic she 

brings and her Magical Environment, which was created with 

the sole purpose of our enjoyment and evolution!  

So I realized that I am her Creation. I have not created any 

part of my body with my own hands, neither the Sun, nor the 

Water, nor the Air nor the Earth, which are the elements that 

sustain us during the centuries. So I am Life’s Miracle and Gift, 

I belong only to Her! This is the reason why I am calling her as 

my “Very First Mother Life”!  

Even the fingers that are now holding the pen to write about 

Her and about the experiences and the realizations that are be-

ing offered to me so gently and generously, they are all hers. I 

realize that everything belongs to her, I do not have anything 

that belongs to me to offer her, so there is only one thing left 

that I can do, by using another Gift that she has offered me, the 

possibility to Choose. And what I choose is to devote my whole 

Existence to my Mother Life and to her Real Representative, 
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who introduced her to me, through his Gift, which is the 

Knowledge of the Self!  

Then, by the Grace of our Mother Life and our Master, who 

have allowed me to write everything that I have written till now, 

I would like to dedicate all these writings to the Human Race, 

so that they can all have the information. I wish and hope that 

my writings may reach the most remote parts of this Earth, and 

touch any heart, that might be interested to discover and recog-

nize its own Beginning, Life itself. This can happen through the 

Knowledge of the Self, which is offered by the Living Master of 

Today in this Incredible Time we live NOW with him! 



A few words about the author 

MY DEAR FELLOWMEN, I would like to express what I have ac-

complished, urging me to let you know about it too, through 

writing and talking!  

In 1975, as I was going to a movie, I met two disciples of 

my Living Master of Nowadays, who gave me a small card with 

an address to where I could go and listen to the experiences that 

some students were talking about, in their own ways of expres-

sion, about a Gift that their Master had given them, calling it 

Knowledge!  

I was going there every day, as I had been inspired by their 

sincerity and selflessness, and then my time had come. After a 

six months time-period I received the Gift of my Master’s 

Knowledge through an instructor who had come from India!  

During the first 7-8 months I followed the three recommenda-

tions of my instructor, which were: first to meditate for an hour; 

second to keep in touch with the company of the other students 

having the same gift, so that we could inspire each other; and 

third, service, meaning participation for the propagation of 

Knowledge!  

I started having a soft inner turn, knowing and familiarizing 

with another domain and transmitter/receiver that we call con-

sciousness, or heart, or soul or our deeper being (let’s not get 

caught up in words!) I was feeling myself so human, so joyful 

and so tranquil, that I wanted to devote myself completely on 

what I was doing.  

That had been making my life more and more beautiful, 

every day!  

I was married, I had two blessed children, we were expect-

ing a third one as well, the financial factor was really tough and 

my spouse was totally against whatever it was, that had begun 
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transforming my life to a more and more of a betterment, day 

by day!  

Unfortunately at that time, after 8 months of beauty and joy 

that I had been investing in, after the recommendations of my 

instructor about the meditation, the gatherings in the halls and 

the service. Then came creeping in, a small diversion, and then I 

stopped practicing those three forms!  

As a natural consequence, I returned back to those pathetic 

experiences of my past, were my old customs had been attached 

to the very cells of my being.  

Trying to make a synopsis out of it, without any exaggera-

tion, I will mention to you some of my daily customs that had 

become so strong interrupting temporally that beautiful journey 

that I had started to experience by that most beautiful Gift, the 

Knowledge of my Beloved Master!  

It had happened for me that I had been born out a very poor, 

four children family, orphaned by father since I was two years 

old. I have been born in a very low life-standard suburb, by the 

Athenian grocery market and I have spent my childhood in the 

coffee shops of that area, where I got to get used to cigarettes 

and the Gambling-Dragon, the taverns and the bars where I had 

gotten used to alcohol and lust.  

Gambling and alcohol had taken me over to such an extend, 

that had become my second nature-completely embodied in the 

daily routines for so many years that neither my marriage nor 

even my children, could pull me out of this miserable life! 

Within a short time period, after I have had completed my army 

service, I could count that I had gone through 22 professions: 

assistant barber, ice-block distributor on a donkey and carriage, 

grocer man, waiter, employee, photographer, employee of bil-

liards, candle maker, paint shop employee, sailor, immigrant for 

two years in Australia, worker in a metal frame factory, worker 

in automobile factory, pastry maker, manufacturer of boxing 

sacs, painter, blacksmith, constructor, truck deliverer, water 

truck driver, driver, until after the army I decided to become a 
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taxi driver so that I would not have any boss over my head! My 

temperament was and still is, that of a bird flying out of the 

cages of this world. I mingled with all the castes of this world, 

especially through my last job as a taxi driver for a 33 years 

time period!  

Just imagine a child that since it has 7 years old, had been 

looking forward in getting through with the school, then run 

home just to discard the school-sac in, and go to start gambling! 

I had become such an expert at strifto, a game that was very 

popular in those decades, back in 50’s and 60’s. At that time 

there weren’t that many coffeeshops and billiards, we used to 

play out on the streets with coins, heads or tails, throwing them 

over on the backside of our palm. I remember three or four 

times a week we used to purchase the spaghetti and the bread 

for our homes, there weren’t any funds from anywhere, and so 

it was a question of survival. That is why I had become such an 

expert in these games that they were already embodied to my 

very being.  

Gradually, as soon as more and more of the coffee places 

had started to operate in our small neighborhoods, I started to 

play deck games on those green coated tables, as I had grown 

up a little bit, about 1415 years old, and there was not that much 

of police detection in those years.  

Those decks and the backgammon had been so tempting to a 

child, that the passion that had grown through the strifto and the 

necessity of a profit, had made me such an amazingly passion-

ate gambler.  

You can imagine that gambling had possessed me so much, 

that even while I was asleep my brain cells would think about 

the deck games and the dais. Even in my insomnias, I would be 

planning about my tomorrow’s card game. Whenever I would 

find a job, I would go, but my mind had been focusing on when 

I would be through, just to go back at the coffee shop.  

I remember that I was so passionate that when I was winning 

money from barbuti, (a game with dais) or the deck game, I 
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used to lend money to the losers, so that we could continue 

playing. And like a stroke of a boomerang, I used to leave hav-

ing lost all of my money at the end.  

My poor wife had come in the coffee shop many times, ac-

companied by my brother and his wife, all of them trying to lift 

me up from that chair, as we had find a non closing coffee shop 

at Thession, where we would go to continue, not returning 

home for 30 or 48 hours, especially on Christmas holidays.  

I was so ashamed for the loss of my week’s salary, that when 

I was getting paid I would go straight in the coffee shop, having 

no money to give to my wife on my return home, at Sunday’s 

morning. There were a couple of times that I wanted to disap-

pear, to feel that I did not exist, but the existence of my children 

had been keeping me here. I kept promising myself and to my 

wife that I would quit, though that was a promise after another 

promise.  

It was not possible for me to be detached from my embodied 

second nature now-destructive addiction to gambling. Imagine 

that my long-terms dream and my ultimate goal were about re-

tirement, so that I could be in the coffee shop all day! I really 

envied those players in pension, because after the brake in my 

work from 25, I had to interrupt my gambling and run to the job 

that any boss would have given me.  

As far as the alcoholism is concerned I had been addicted so 

much, that I remember that I had to always have a bottle of 

whisky in the back of my bed, in order to sleep. And as soon as 

I would wake up, my tongue had to touch whisky, to manage to 

get up from the bed. And at all times of day, as I was gambling, 

as I was working, or as I was in the car, I definitely had to have 

wine, beer, or whisky on my side, taking zips, along with the 

circumstances.  

My hands were becoming shaky, my stomach was awfully 

aching; I was taking pills for some temporary relief from the 

pain. My headaches and the continuous cigarette-cough had 

been tormenting me, my vulgar vocabulary filled in nasty words 
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was relentless, my lust was intolerable, my disintegration had 

made me be ashamed of myself, watching that intensive humili-

ation progressively coming, in my down grading from a human 

being that I had felt with the Knowledge of my Master for about 

78 months, to a subhuman.  

My withdrawal from practicing the Gift of Knowledge of my 

Master lasted for about five years. That withdrawal had re-

moved me far away from my home inside, had ruined me, disin-

tegrating me to such an extend, with all the mundane rotten and 

cheap experiences of this world, but at the same time it had 

strengthened that feeling of shame in me, as well as the feeling 

of a return in the premises that my Master had showed me, that 

always so beautiful shelter existing within us, in which I had 

felt the inner joy, the freedom within and the serenity inside. So 

that I knew that there is an inside compass that can make so 

beautiful and so clear that daily journey of my life!  

The feelings in my regret were so strong, that call for help 

towards the Knowledge inside of me was so sincere, in search 

for liberation, that I immediately started practicing Knowledge, 

came in touch with its students, and its propagation!  

I started practicing again then, the three things that I had 

promised when I had received the gift of Knowledge!  

That true repentance, that real longing, had liberated me 

from the material experiences of my body and mind, and the 

real three-sided fusion to Knowledge made my self discipline so 

strong, apprenticing me in rejecting gradually and painlessly all 

the substitutes of this world, those that I used to consider as the 

achievements of my free choice. The Saving and Liberating 

Knowledge from within, had awakened me, so that I could see 

that all of my free choices in this world outside, were only 

heavy locked chains, which could never be unlocked by any 

key, except from the magic Key of the Knowledge of my Be-

loved Master!  
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Hey! You can imagine how much Gratitude and Love grows 

after that, in the repentant life-sentenced prisoner towards the 

ONE that has granted him the Reprieve!  

That indescribable Love and Gratitude towards my Master is 

flowing so strong, that is breaking all barriers! I begged him for 

my liberation, as I had known the Mercy of his Grace. Can I 

please introduce and give the message of hope to my fellow 

men, as I know that they are suffering from their lifetime obedi-

ence to their desires and the unbearable burden of their chains?  

And the answer of my Liberator has been and is; of course, 

let them know, because I only exist for that reason; to liberate 

those that have realized that they are the slaves of their obses-

sions and are sincerely seeking for their liberation!  

And those that they are not the slaves of the carnal and 

mind’s desires, but they are the slaves of concepts and human 

intellectual knowledges and prejudice, not knowing the other 

form of inner chains, while being the slaves to their minds, they 

should know as well that there is a Liberator for everybody and 

for everything!  

And He has allowed me in His Kindness and Grace giving 

me the most pleasing and Noble opportunity to inform every-

body verbally or written!  

That is why, as I mentioned before the word I achieved, has 

been just for the true repentance and the search for liberation 

from the fake past paradises, created by the human minds inside 

the circus of this world.  

The Long Desired and indescribable by words most sweet 

outcome of my repentance and quest, is the accompanied Kind-

ness, Love and Grace of my Beloved Master trough His Sweet-

est, Exquisite Knowledge!  

So that practicing the Gift of Knowledge, and by the Grace 

of my Master, the wheel of my life has changed its flow. The 

rest of my journey is always so beautiful, that I feel like passing 

this around to every human being, so that I can see my fellow 

people having that glowing Real Inner Happiness, taking that 
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beautiful journey in their life, providing us the possibility and 

the opportunity of endless learning in the infinite Wisdom 

within us!  

There is only one Living Real Master, each time, one key, 

that it is the same for all human beings!  



A preface about the poems 

WHEN YOU READ THE TRUTH, it touches the Truth inside of 

you, wherever you are, no matter if the every day illusion takes 

this Truth away and makes you perceive it as utopia. Life is so 

simple and manifests with our Divine Breath. If you want to be 

familiar with it, you need to become Life’s student.  

To be able to feel as a student you need to have a Teacher; a 

Teacher who can teach you what you wish to learn. You cannot 

try to find a Teacher who teaches basketball, if you want to 

learn music… If you wish to study the Truth or the Perfection 

that resides within you, I would like to introduce to you the 

True and Perfect Master, who has offered to me a practical way, 

consisting of four (4) techniques. These techniques give me the 

possibility to get in contact with my Life, my Truth or my Per-

fection (you can name it as you like), which is within me. As 

his student I am learning every day and become familiar with 

my Life. I am gifted with the Magical Wisdom of the possibility 

to live in the hell of the external world and at the same time in 

the Inner Paradise of my own Life!  

Why did I write above about the “external hell”? Because 

those who experience Inner Paradise, they absolutely know that 

everything that the human minds have created and are creating, 

they are all against our inner world. Everybody pursues to de-

tach my attention from the Magical Inner Harmony, from my 

Inner Wisdom and Inner Joy, they steal my precious time and 

they make me like a toy for their deadly games and their dirty 

entertainment. So,  everything is against the Knowledge of the 

Self, nothing can offer me what I need for my Inner Supreme 

Learning of my Life. On the other side they prevent me for the 

development of my Noblest Learning.  
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So, the student of Life receives the offer of the Inner Para-

dise, which is a shelter of the merciless external bombarding of 

this chaotic hell, ugliness and imbalance of other People. But 

also the student is offered the Qualities of Life, as Gifts and 

Weapons. These I express in the poems. The Gifts of the Quali-

ties of Life, are for the student to enjoy, to have Bliss, Peace 

and Freedom. The Weapons of the Qualities of Life are for the 

student to confront, in a wise way, the qualities that his mind 

and other people’s minds have. Then, as the learner is studying 

Life he learns Discipline and maintains the Gifts of his Body, 

the best way possible, so that he can use them to be a Servant of 

Life and Humanity.  

My conclusion is that as you need your hands to eat, your 

legs to walk, your mouth to speak, your eyes to see etc, the 

same way the Human Beings need the True Living Perfect Mas-

ter, in order to receive the practical way by which they will be 

able to recognize and realize the Magical Value of Life itself 

and become students of Life.   

Because simply, this is my final conclusion on the reasons 

why the Humanity is suffering so much: Human Beings have 

not known their Creator and consequently do not know their 

destiny, have not realized what a moving and admirable miracle 

is their body and ignore what a potential this Heart can bring. 

So, instead of using everything they have and being offered 

they are abusing them, which is totally the opposite. There is to-

tal ignorance and total disobedience and the result is that all of 

their thoughts and actions are followed by uselessness or bad 

consequences, which is the “boomerang” for their learning. But 

the Human Beings always repeat the same mistakes and they do 

not learn from the law of “boomerang”, so the journey of Life 

becomes intolerant and affects everybody around.  

So what is my recommendation that I am giving, now that I 

have become a student by the Grace of my Master and Life? 

Know the Master who will introduce to you the All Mighty Life 

within you, invest in Life with sincerity, obey its rules and you 
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will have an Incredible every day destiny, with Indescribable 

Peace, Freedom, Bliss, Love, Clarity, Wisdom and Devotion! 

This is the Supreme Success of Human Existence. And this is 

possible only by the Grace of the True Living Master of every 

time, for the Human Beings of the time. 



Life 

My Most Beloved Mother Life  

teach us how to get out of the jail,  

how to free ourselves of our false ego, 

our body and our mind.  

And then please, 

give us the words that will awaken us, 

words to be sung by the Real Singers,  

for all the Human Hearts to hear.  

They have put us in the prison of our differences,  

they trapped us with the idea of the different countries, 

those who hate and are insane,  

separated our Universal Country, the Earth.  

They hated Love, Freedom, Joy  

for centuries they have been spreading incredible disasters, 

they created wars with felonious care,  

for the sake, as they said, of this separate motherland.  

* * *
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Let’s have something clear,  

something which is the most important, 

in the journey of our Life,  

this can be the most edifying.  

Our Divine Life  

manifesting through our breath, 

is totally irrelevant  

to our mind’s thoughts.  

Life does not participate  

to any of our daily works  

It contributes its own Works, 

is our Guide.  

It has given us the gift to think  

with our amazing mind,  

but what we think and what we do, 

these are the gifts to ourselves.  

Yet, the Work of Mother Life  

is the most pure and divine,  

so different than the work of our mind 

that brings illusion and destruction.  

* * *
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My Most Beloved Mother Life  

I feel you every moment  

that I focus my attention  

to my Divine Breath.  

 

By the Grace of my Master  

who revealed the Life within me,  

I can experience every moment  

the Supreme Inner Celebration!  

 

Different than our birthday  

or our name day,  

which we celebrate every year  

in order to enjoy.  

 

You can feel the Supreme Joy  

every moment  

when your Mother Life resides  

in your Divine Breath. 

  

* * *  
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We will clarify  

one more important thing,  

since many will ask  

when do I follow my mind and when do I follow Life.  

 

When you think and act with selfishness,  

your guide is your mind,  

when you think and act generously  

then Life itself is your Guide.  

 

This is the Selfless Nature  

of our Mother Life,  

giving offers to us  

through the Sun, the Water, the Air and the Earth  

till our last Breath.  

 

The Supreme and Selfless Nature  

of our Mother Life  

manifests with our Holly Breath  

offered to us every moment.  

 

* * *  
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Our Supreme Mission  

on this Planet Earth,  

is above all to recognize  

our Supreme Mother Life.  

 

We need to learn to follow Life’s will.  

Only our Mother Life will show  

what a beautiful life to live  

and will save us from the cunning  

who will try to set us traps.  

 

Every malicious being,  

is trying to use us for their own purposes  

and in our journey  

we follow their cunning mind.  

 

Everyone is involved  

trying to make us undertake a cunning mission  

and they do not leave us the space  

to know the Real Mission.  

 

* * *  
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We all want to please other people  

instead of wanting to please our Divine Self  

who is our Dearest and most Truth  

Permanent Companion.  

 

Every effort  

to please our God  

is rewarded with Peace and Freedom,  

Bliss and Wisdom.  

 

Is rewarded with Clarity  

and Divine Love as well,  

the Path of Life  

becomes Amazingly Beautiful then.  

 

Ask for the Company  

of your Savior God,  

then you will always be the one who wins  

in the war of your mind,  

gaining the Supreme Gift of the Knowledge of the Self.  

 

* * *  
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When we will recognize  

the Invaluable Preciousness of Life  

then we will gradually stop  

from being relentless destroyers.  

 

We need to realize  

that the worldly disorder  

has been created from individual lack of equilibrium  

and will disappear when the individuals find the equilibrium.  

 

Do not have any doubts for this,  

the supreme Kindness will prevail,  

cause this is our nature,  

which has simply been converted.  

 

It is our Fortune that the Master has come  

and offered us his Living Knowledge,  

otherwise our crazy minds  

would have swept us away.  

 

* * *  
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Our Master has come to introduce us to Life,  

to recognize and appreciate our every moment,  

and therefore change our attitude  

since our minds will enlighten.  

 

Our Mother Life  

is only Bliss,  

and to be able to enjoy it  

you just have to admire it.  

 

If you want to put in action  

the machine of admiration inside of you  

you need to invest  

to the Knowledge of the Self.  

 

There is one more machine inside of us,  

the one of the Sweetest Gratitude  

and if you put in action this one  

Incredible Contentment you will have.  

 

* * *  
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My dear Fellow Beings  

if you want to feel  

Peaceful, Free and Happy,  

know that these are Inner Feelings  

of the state of being, of Existence, of Life itself.  

 

Experience the illusion of the materialistic world  

but never attach to it,  

and those of you who have been slaved  

be detached.  

 

Harmony, Freedom and Happiness  

do not need to be substituted  

by the human mind.  

These are the unrivalled Gifts of Life,  

the Highest Riches.  

 

So, now that we are being offered  

the Knowledge of the Self,  

let’s grab the Highest Opportunity  

to be detached from the mind’s substitutes  

and from misery.  

 

* * *  
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My Life, I thank You so much  

cause you allow me to let other people  

know You  

in order to praise You.  

 

Only the Highest Life  

teaches the Real Art:  

do what you do from your Heart  

and you will always be Content.  

 

The Sweetest Life is waiting for you  

to offer you experiences that can inspire you make songs,  

beyond imagination,  

Experiences that are Noble and Awakening.  

 

The New Age has come  

when we can sing about Life,  

Full of Gratitude,  

we did not exist and now we are Alive.  

 

* * *  
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What counts for Life:  

we, its creatures,  

to obey its laws  

and enjoy its Real Joy.  

 

What counts for People:  

how much money  

their fellow beings have  

and what is their job title.  

 

My dears, the Sweetest Life  

has being offered to us,  

only for enjoyment  

and inner evolution.  

 

Yet, the ridicule of this world  

which is designed in advance to offer false joy  

always brings misery  

and lifelong troubles.  

 

* * *  
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There is no bigger trouble, nothing more painful  

than the ignorance of the Creative Power  

who has brought us on Earth,  

and who else? our Mother Life!  

 

And on the contrary,  

what an immeasurable and True Joy it is  

to have come on this Planet Earth  

to know our Mother Life.  

 

The most Supreme Honor on this Planet Earth,  

is when the Master gives us the “Key”  

how to come in touch within  

with the Divine Mother Life.  

 

The reason we are coming on this Earth  

is to enjoy Life Itself,  

Life that offers the Highest Experience  

every day Peace, Freedom, Bliss,  

Love, Respect, Prosperity and Wisdom.  

 

* * *  
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Every Blissful Day  

that my Mother Life offers me  

I can experience the Fulfillment  

that the Inner Celebration brings.  

 

Yet, this world  

has invented the alarm clocks,  

to make us run all the time  

and play he deadly games of the foolish.  

 

I have not been created  

just to work, drink and eat,  

but to fulfill my Soul  

in this Omnipotent Life.  

 

I am so lucky that my Master has come  

and showed me God inside of  me,  

now it’s possible to work and  

at the same time experience Freedom within.  

 

Never be confused, work is different than  

the Inner Freedom of the Soul,  

the body can work  

and the Soul can experience the Ultimate Freedom.  

 

* * *  
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Take note: the Sweetest Vision  

of our Mother Life  

is to bring together the Humanity  

and stop killing.  

 

The Qualities that belong to this Omnipotent Life  

is Love and Respect,  

we need to stop the hatred  

and the silly decadence.  

 

Those who divide the Human Beings  

and do not long for their Unity,  

take actions which give an ugly shape  

to the journey of their Life.  

 

You can experience the Supreme Joy  

when you feel your God within,  

and when you make efforts  

for your Fellow Beings to experience it.  

 

* * *  
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Our Mother Life  

is the Supreme Love  

Life has inspired Love  

in every Living Being.  

 

Have a look at your Nature,  

how beautiful it feels when they love you,  

you always seek for Love  

to refresh yourself.  

 

Oh! what a Highest Miracle is Love,  

it can unite two different People,  

its Power is Infinite,  

it can unite crowds.  

 

For those People who do not feel within  

the Divine True Love,  

every day is bitter,  

and then they pick out their neighbor’s  eyes.  

 

* * *  
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My Dearest Mother Life,  

you are my Divine Breath  

you dwell so close to me,  

I can experience my Supreme Joy.  

 

My mind’s creations,  

are steeling my focus,  

they make me lose touch  

with my Mother Life.  

 

It’s a great fortune, oh my Mother Life  

that you are so close to me,  

otherwise my tears  

would have not been enough.  

 

Now that it is revealed  

that you are always with me,  

I will try every moment  

to offer you my attention.  

 

* * *  
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People are building temples  

for their imaginary god,  

but God made the Human Hearts  

to be the Holiest Temple.  

 

The most Magnificent, the most Sacred Temple  

is the Human Heart,  

it is the place you can visit whenever you need  

your God and King.  

 

Without temples made of stone,  

nor any brokers or books,  

you can visit in a unique way  

the Supreme Self Knowledge.  

 

In order to truly experience  

the Magnificent Temple,  

you need to find the Real Broker,  

the Living Master.  

 

* * *  
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The very First and Supreme Miracle  

is our Mother Life,  

manifesting every moment  

through our Divine Breath.  

 

From this “Supreme Miracle”, Life  

only miracles are coming,  

yet, when is the Human Being going to realize  

that they are miracles themselves and everything around them!  

 

Invest in the Knowledge of the Self  

to be able to flee from the narrow perspective of the mind,  

to be able to see through the multidimensional Soul,  

to be able to be unbelievably ecstatic over life.   

 

I am smiling with Love and Understanding,  

cause I know we are living in the middle of numerous Miracles  

and yet  the People are looking for Miracles  

in the middle of all the stupid things.  

 

They do not care to learn about the Life that created us,  

that offers us everything, including the Breath,  

and they see as miracles their deadly games,  

which lead the people to their coffins.  

 

* * *  
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The Divine Words of my Master  

is the sweetest food for my soul,  

the moments I do not listen to him externally,  

I listen to him through my Breath.  

 

When I focus my attention  

on my Divine Breath,  

a Divine Conversation begins  

and I am full of awe and bliss.  

 

The thoughts are always trying  

to steel my attention  

and the real play is manifesting in the heart  

with the Knowledge of God.  

 

I am unbelievably lucky  

that I have been given the Gift of Choice  

so that I do not live in the prison of my mind  

and experience the Presence of my Master.  

 

 

 

 

 



Knowledge 
 

 

People need to be united,  

this is the only way to be saved.  

They need to get rid of the division  

and return to the nice times of the childhood.  

 

But to succeed for this Union  

with our Fellow Human Beings  

first we need to have Union inside of us  

with our Divine Self.  

 

The Knowledge of the Self  

cleans the cancer of the mind,  

some foolish are teaching the differences  

and create cureless plagues.  

 

Only the Knowledge of the Self  

can show our similarities,  

when we recognize them  

we will eventually resolve our differences.  

 

Only the Knowledge of  the Self  

can show us the Unselfish Love,  

and provide the Wisdom and Clarity  

that is needed to bypass the hatred and illusion.  

 

* * *  
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My dear Fellow Human Beings,  

since we are alive today  

let us make a serious effort  

not to live in a shallow and ephemeral way.  

 

We have full responsibility  

not to bring garbage  

to the next blissful coming Generation,  

since when God brings us to life we are Pure and Innocent.  

 

Why should they inherit weapons,  

prisons, nuthouses and drugs,  

gambling, trading of People  

and other catastrophic canker?  

 

If we study the Knowledge of Ourselves  

we will become more responsible and conscious  

this will bring us clarity  

and stop us from bringing the darkness.  

 

* * *  
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We need to understand  

those of us who are awaken,  

that without the Knowledge of the Self  

there is no way of Real contact between us.  

 

Only the Knowledge of the Self  

has the Highest Code,  

which is the Dignity, Love and Respect,  

that exist in every single Human Being.  

 

Many will reject and frown  

on Self Knowledge,  

because there are established for centuries  

many captations that bring separation.  

 

Those who will fight against  

the Knowledge of the Self  

are those who did not come close to its apprenticeship,  

to learn how to respect and how to love.  

 

It is indescribably sad  

the fact the we have been given by our Creator  

Incredible Assets for Evolution inside of us  

yet, we live on this Earth and feel like a cut lop without any fruits,  

because of our ignorance.  

 

The ultimate purpose of the Human Soul  

is to recognize Mother Life  

and when they meet, they will then live together  

Eternally with no separation, embracing each other.  

 

* * *  
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It is so much necessary  

the young People to start to be trained  

with the Highest Knowledge of the Self  

in order to be able to teach the kids  

and exterminate everything that is useless for  

the learning process of the mind.  

 

This country needs renaissance in order to evolve  

to make it happen the Highest Knowledge is needed,  

to bring back the Knowledge of the Self,  

the Knowledge that enlightens and exalts the Human Mind.  

 

If we want to bring back the Pure and Bright Times  

of our Bright Ancestors  

only the Knowledge of the Self will drive us  

towards this Inner comeback.  

 

Only the Knowledge of the Self  

owns and provides all the assets that the Human Being needs  

in order to move higher  

to conquer the mind and the body and to attain liberation.  

 

You can attain a Healthy Mind and a Healthy Body  

if there is the Knowledge of the Self,  

which, by itself is the Supreme Health  

of the Inner Divine Illumination.  

 

* * *  
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The Sublime Knowledge of the Self  

is the Bringer of Love, Enlightenment and Respect.  

Unfortunately the Ignorance of the Self  

is the bringer of hatred, disrespect and darkness.  

 

People are controlled and directed  

from other confused people who are in key positions  

and are like the wolves  

amongst the lambs.  

 

If you do not resolve your inner conflict  

through your Divine Self,  

you will confront your fellow Human Beings  

as enemies.  

 

There are some exceptions when the confused people  

call other people their friends  

but this is a untruthful behavior,  

sooner or later fight will come.  

 

Do not fight  

any other Fellow Human Beings  

know the real Friend who is waiting for you,  

this Friendship will last Eternally.  

 

* * *  
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The one who invests in the Knowledge of the Self  

will experience Peace, Freedom, Happiness and Wisdom.  

The one who does not invest in the Knowledge of the Self  

experiences trouble, slavery, unhappiness and illusion.  

 

We have abandoned the relationship  

with our Divine Self  

and we receive garbage from everywhere else  

in order to deal with them through our mind.  

 

We have to begin the relationship  

with our Supreme Self inside  

it will take away all the garbage  

that they have put in our mind.  

 

There are some who transformed the People  

to bringers of poisons and weapons  

and also to receivers of the craziness  

and they ended up in the worldly nuthouse.  

 

The Human Beings can be saved  

now that they are alive!  

Those of you who wish the Supreme Experience  

invest in the Sweetest Knowledge of the Self.  

 

* * *  
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The Powerful Therapeutical Qualities of our divine Self  

Love, Kindness, Compassion, Harmony,  

Clarity, Simplicity, Freedom, Bliss and Wisdom  

they lead us to an Incredible Evolution.  

 

Let us invest in the Knowledge of the Self  

to illuminate the core of our mind,  

so that we do not tend to take dark deeds  

but to function through the Pure Heart!  

 

Let us invest in the Knowledge of the Self  

to become worthy of our Creator  

to be like he brought us to Life, Purest Infants  

fulfilled with Peace, Love, Freedom and Joy.  

 

Let us invest in the Knowledge of the Self  

to get away from the limits of our mind,  

discover the possibilities of the Heart  

and stop living in smallness.  

 

The Knowledge of the Self will teach you  

how to live beautifully every Blessed day  

because you will evolve inside  

traveling on this Life’s Wingless Wings.  

 

* * *  
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My dear Fellow Human Beings,  

let me declare to you  

the way by which  

the Humanity can be saved.  

 

Only by experiencing  

the Knowledge of the Self  

you can reject your concepts  

and all the unnecessary staff that is coming from the mind.  

 

Only Knowledge  

can transform the Human Beings  

and give them the freedom needed  

for the salvation of Humanity.  

 

Only the Creator  

who weaves his Creatures  

knows which is the biggest need  

for his beings.  

 

If you do not promote the Knowledge of the Self  

in the education,  

I am sorry, but you will experience a circus  

with disgusting performance.  

 

I hope I made very clear  

the reason why  

every society  

is collapsing.  

 

* * *  
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By Experiencing the Knowledge of the Self  

you will love Your Self more and more  

and consequently  

you will love every Fellow Being.  

 

By Experiencing the Knowledge of the Self 

 you will truly start to respect yourself  

and consequently  

you will respect every Fellow Being.  

 

By Experiencing the Knowledge of the Self  

you will truly start to appreciate yourself  

and consequently  

you will appreciate every Fellow Being.  

 

By Experiencing the Knowledge of the Self  

you will truly start to understand yourself  

and consequently  

you will understand every Fellow Being.  

 

So, then, by giving priority  

to the Highest Qualities of Knowledge  

the annihilation of the human kind  

will stay behind.  

 

* * *  
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The Ignorance of our Divine Self  

makes us destroy each other  

since we do not appreciate  

the Supreme Gift of our Life.  

 

Only the Knowledge of the Self  

can teach you how to understand  

more and more  

the invaluable Value of our Mother Life.  

 

Only the Knowledge of the Self  

can bring you in touch with yourself  

so that each one of us can experience  

his Sweet Mother Life.  

 

Close the doors of the false pleasures  

of the body and the mind,  

then you will experience the Supreme Pleasure  

of the Knowledge of the Self.  

 

The Highest Enjoyment  

is Life itself  

but to experience it, you need to become a student  

of your Divine Breath.  

 

* * *  
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The Next Generations  

will be incredibly lucky  

because now the generation is awakening  

and is building a beautiful era.  

 

This Worldwide Awakening  

happened because of the True Masters of every time  

and the Master of our time  

gives the Gift of his Living Knowledge and Wisdom,  

so that Humanity can always have  

Peace and Prosperity.  

 

Every Generation  

will have a Living Master,  

True Master  

so that People can have the choice  

and those who wish to Evolve and attain Union  

to march towards Knowledge.  

 

Those of you who visualize “the Good for all”  

if you remain scattered  

it is no different than  

being dead.  

 

If you want to recognize  

the code of the Immaculate Connection  

in your very Life,  

you need the Knowledge of the Self.  

 

* * *  
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If you want to free yourselves  

from the thoughts of your mind  

you need to study  

the Knowledge of the Self.  

 

The thoughts of God  

are incredibly Essential  

the thoughts of the mind  

are incredibly flat.  

 

If you would like to listen  

to the Thoughts of God  

you need the Wisdom and the Grace  

of the real Master.  

 

And if you become intermediary  

of the Thoughts of your God  

then you will experience the Harmony  

of the Soul, the Body and the Mind.  

 

* * *  
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Having the Knowledge of the Self  

the minds are illuminated,  

no matter how dark they were  

and the hands can cure,  

no matter how many crimes they had done.  

 

We can change the conditions  

of our body and mind  

if we recognize inside of us  

our Divine Self.  

 

No matter how unhappy  

People are,  

if they study the Knowledge of the Self  

they become Happy.  

 

No matter how tied  

People are,  

if they invest in Knowledge  

they become Free.  

 

* * *  
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The Knowledge of the Self  

can give you Consciousness  

because you get in touch  

with God inside.  

 

The Divine within us  

is not unreachable and prohibited  

on the contrary, that is why we are here  

for the Creature to know its Creator.  

 

That is why it is said  

that God is Everywhere  

and the Kingdom of God  

is inside of Us.  

 

Since God is everywhere  

how is it possible  

to proclaim that He resides in heaven  

and is not inside of Us!  

 

* * *  
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Only the Knowledge of the Self  

will resurrect your Soul  

when you recognize inside of you  

your Mother Life.  

 

Only the Knowledge of the Self  

will liberate your Soul  

when you will discover inside of you  

your Almighty Life.  

 

Only the Knowledge of the Self  

will teach you Real Wisdom  

and how to experience every day  

Peace, Love and Prosperity.  

 

Only the Knowledge of the Self  

will clean the dirt of your mind  

and give you clarity,  

so you can have a beautiful journey in Life.  

 

* * *  
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The Knowledge of the Self  

does not beg for followers  

like other people do, acting through their mind  

for their own benefit.  

 

The Knowledge of the Self  

is offered to those who aspire for evolution,  

those who want to experience every day  

their inner being.  

 

The Knowledge of the Self  

does not relate to any religion  

is offered to those who seek  

the Supreme Freedom.  

 

The Knowledge of the Self  

does not relate to any philosophy  

is offered to the True Seekers  

as a Highest Experience.  

 

* * *  
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The media have their own structure  

in this dark age,  

so we are trying to promote this message in writing,  

in order to reach every heart.  

 

We will try to promote it with songs as well,  

so that more ears can hear it,  

since it is the noblest,  

and the most friendly, hopeful and important.  

 

If this Highest Message  

touches the Soul of the Beings,  

the History will change in this country  

it will elevate.  

 

Although we have experimented  

all the ideologies,  

still people try to take advantage from others and be in separation,  

unfortunately the world becomes more and more crazy.  

 

Now the Divine Age has come again  

the Age of the Knowledge of the Self,  

for the People to be able to communicate  

with the Highest Feelings of Love and Respect.  

 

* * *  
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I feel like a King,  

because my Master has given me Knowledge  

to get married with,  

I did not know that this Knowledge is the Queen  

and with this marriage  

I would be able to attain liberation.  

 

I was reading in the Scriptures a motto saying  

that only the Truth can liberate you,  

but I could never imagine  

that this was about the Knowledge of the True Master.  

 

The Wonderful Knowledge of the Self  

is the Queen of all kinds of knowledge,  

the one who will have the privilege to get married with her,  

will also attain liberation.  

 

This marriage with Knowledge  

is beyond any imagination,  

it offers the privilege to the Human Being  

to be in touch with the Divine Essence  

and experience Supreme Freedom! 

 

 

 

 



Love 
 

 

Our Holy Mother Love,  

I thank you cause you gave me soul,  

then you transformed me into sperm  

and weaved my body.  

 

When I reflect  

this Incredible miracle  

my realization turns to  

a Deepest, Happy weep.  

 

You provided an Incredible  

Paramount Feeling machine,  

through which I can feel every moment  

your Divine, Maternal Breath.  

 

Every time you are coming in the “Embodied Form”  

of another Master,  

you show us your Love inside of us,  

without it the Human Beings would have killed each other.  

 

* * *  
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The Holy Love Incarnated again,  

travels on Planet Earth continuously,  

to attract the Human Beings  

like the Mother attracts their kids.  

 

The Holy Love is trying  

to unite all the People,  

so that the wars go away  

and the willing of killing disappears.  

 

The Holy Love is revealed  

with the Real Master of today  

during this glorious Time,  

those who will recognize him  

will be incredibly lucky.  

 

The Divine Love will smuggle away  

the pain and the misery  

and will reveal through the Knowledge of the Self  

the Inner Peace and Bliss.  

 

If the Divine Love did not offer with generosity  

its Knowledge at this time,  

Humanity would have been destroyed  

out of the hatred and madness.  

 

* * *  
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The Divine Love  

incarnated once more,  

attracted the Human Being  

and elevated again.  

 

The ignorance of the Self, the lies and the pride  

led the Human Beings to the fall  

fortunately the Real Master came   

and save them again.  

 

If the Living Master did not come  

to offer the Knowledge of the Self,  

people would fling about in pain  

because of the hatred and the wars of the mind.  

 

The Divine Love gathers again its confused kids,  

like a Mother,  

and reveals its Miraculous Love  

that resides in every single Human Heart.  

 

Let us try to stop the confusion  

by knowing the Divine within us first,  

then we will be able to feel every Human Being  

as a Dear Brother.  

 

* * *  
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Remember that the ideas you have borrowed  

from those who are lost,  

will always keep you in confusion.  

Only the Feeling of Love and Respect  

that Knowledge brings, will be able to save you.  

 

People will live in hog houses  

as long as there exist arsenals.  

They will always create wars  

amongst the indifferent and confused people.  

 

Discover within you  

the Ultimate Love,  

through the Knowledge of the Self  

then the wars, hatred and deceit will fade.  

 

Discover through the Knowledge of the Self  

the Sweetest True Love  

and gradually all the united people  

will unite.  

 

* * *  
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Only the Supreme Love  

can transform the People  

but they need to experience it  

by investing in Knowledge.  

 

Like the potter  

takes the mud  

and transforms a vessel  

into a magnificent and useful pot.  

 

The Divine Love  

is inside all of us,  

it manifests as True Joy,  

unfortunately the human minds ignore this.  

 

For this reason I would like to inform you  

that you can find it as well,  

you can free yourselves  

from the troubles that the mind brings.  

 

* * *  
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Only with the Knowledge of the Self  

you can discover the Divine Love within  

and then you become extremely wealthy,  

you own the Priceless Diamond.  

 

Without the Divine Love  

we are so poor,  

we are trying to achieve everything  

in order to feel superior.  

 

The First Link of the chain  

is the Divine Love,  

it can unite Humanity,  

and bring Liberation.  

 

Only the Divine Love  

can make a Human Being totally Free, so  

those of you who wish to have True Freedom,  

you can experience it through Self Knowledge.  

 

* * *  
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When we become saturated  

with the Divine Love within,  

then we will reach the threshold  

of the prisons and the poor.  

 

You may say that in the prisons  

the water and the food are guaranteed,  

yet, the conditions keep on being terrible  

for the prisoners.  

 

There is a more important priority  

for those who are in a bigger need,  

those who die because of lack of water  

or because of lack of food.  

 

Awaken my Dears,  

you spend so much for gambling every day  

for drugs, cigarettes or alcohol,  

yet, you can change your habits  

and offer food and water to those that are in need.  

 

* * *  
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Carelessness and hatred  

have no limits,  

Love and Care  

have no limits as well.  

 

This indescribably wide gap  

between poverty and wealth  

is made because of the lack of Love  

from one Human to another Human.  

 

Only the Divine Love  

can remove all the gaps,  

make us live with Compassion and Respect,  

without disregard, fights and hatred.  

 

So, if we wish to experience the heaven  

in our Heart and on Earth,  

we need to recognize Mother Life,  

Life knows how to remove the hell.  

 

 

 

 



Nature 
 

 

The Knowledge of the Self  

gives us the potential to appreciate  

the numerous Gifts  

of the Miraculous Creator.  

 

Our Fundamental Mother which is the Discarnate Life  

is the one who possesses  

and gives the Food  

to every Human Soul.  

 

Created the Magic Nature,  

as a mother,  

and with its Sun, the Water, the Earth and the Air  

preserves all the beings every Blessed Day!  

 

Yet, we do not know  

that our Life provides food to our Soul,  

we have not realized  

that we all are alive because of Mother Nature.  

 

* * *  
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The Magic Planet Earth  

is like an apartment  

in the Limitless House of the Creator,  

which every crazy person tries to make it his own farm.  

 

Like a dishonest tenant  

who causes destruction  

to the house they rent,  

because one day they will leave.  

 

The second important lesson that gives  

the Environmental Science,  

to the young kids  

is how Precious is the Nature,  

and how much respect and love  

it deserves from the Human Beings.  

 

The First and most Noble Learning  

that the Global Education needs to include  

is the Supreme Self-Knowledge  

and then the Sweetest Environmental Science.  

 

If the People from a very young age  

start to study about our Mother Life  

and the Sweet Mother Nature,  

then the Humanity will be able to feel appreciation!  

 

* * *  
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The Blessed Planet Earth  

feeds us from time immemorial  

with the numerous different Goods  

and its Purest Divine Beauty.  

 

The Superior Forms of Intelligence of Life,  

the Sun, the Water, the Air and the Earth  

are made to give us the possibility to reside on Earth  

and we convert them to cause disasters.  

 

Now all of us who are awaken  

and understand what a destruction is going on,  

we need to come together  

and cooperate.  

 

We need to be strict  

with the speculators who bring  

destruction to our Home Planet  

and do not care for the people now  

and for every coming Generation.  

 

* * *  
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The foolish should not destroy  

the Magical House of the Creator,  

who created its Visitors  

to be pleased and enjoy.  

 

I consider the tolerance of each one of us  

as inactive participation,  

it is the reason why this indescribable destruction.  

takes over on our Planet.  

 

Since the Awaken and Conscious,  

we are still alive  

let us clean up the garbage of the crazy  

and welcome the innocent Babies.  

 

But be careful, the clean up needs to start first  

from our own Self,  

discovering our Divine Self  

will make us able to inspire every Fellow Human Being.  

 

Ignorance and the dirt of the mind  

will not go away, it is not possible  

if we do not replace them  

by the learning of the Knowledge of the Self.  

 

* * *  
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Following the praises to our Mother Life,  

who is revealed to us through our Divine Breath,  

I feel to praise you as well  

oh my Sun, my Air, my Earth and Water.  

 

Oh Sweetest Mother Life,  

you are behind every unsubstantial and material form  

and you have helped me to realize  

that You have created the Sun, the Water,  

the Air and the Earth, for me to be able to be alive.  

 

To be able to be a student  

and in their Simplicity  

and their Generosity  

to learn that I am one in their Lap.  

 

This is how we have to become as well  

Simple and Generous,  

and the way they cooperate  

for our Subsistence  

we should all cooperate  

for our Union.  

 

* * *  
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We think that the Elements of the Nature  

are separate from us and superficially,  

yet, they are also inseparable  

in the Arms of Life.  

 

The Intelligence of the Sun,  

the Air, the Water and the Earth  

is incomparably Superior  

than the human Creatures of this Supreme Life.  

 

Do not forget, the Elements of Nature  

are our Masters  

and at the same time our Servants  

and irreplaceable Supporters.  

 

They look like they are different  

each one with its different role,  

but they all cooperate for the same Purpose,  

in order to offer us the Important Fruit.  

 

* * *  
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Oh Divine Drink, Blissful Water,  

you do not only give us Life,  

but you also wash us and we feel  

refreshed and clean.  

 

When the Human Beings realize  

your Indescribable Preciousness,  

they will not drink poisons again  

they will drink only you, your Purest Coolness.  

 

The foolish despise you  

and drink their poisons  

and they end up with diseases, separations,  

madness and killing.  

 

They need you only  

for their cleaning,  

washing their toilets  

and their cars.  

 

* * *  
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Our very Blessed Beloved Earth,  

you do not only give us Life,  

but you also offer us Numerous Goods  

and we never thank you, not even once.  

 

When People realize  

your Indescribable Preciousness,  

they will not put on you the coat of asphalt  

and burry your Magical Treasure.  

 

They build race grounds that bring death  

on your Blessed Ground,  

they become maniacs  

the kings of the asphalt.  

 

They set fires in your Life Giving Forests,  

only for money  

an they build prisons out of cement  

and nuthouses.  

 

It looks like they are upset  

by your Purest Beauty,  

and they pretend they are architects,  

but they use your very materials.  

 

* * *  
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Our Very Blessed Wind  

you are the Invisible, Magnificent Flute,  

you do not only give us Life,  

but also spread your Divine Music everywhere.  

 

You create Magical Dances in the Sky,  

with your extraordinary Clouds  

and in the Beautiful Seas  

with your all white horses.  

 

You are swinging on this Earth  

amongst the Trees and the Plants,  

you make us feel everywhere  

your Pure Beauty.  

 

You desire to bring us coolness all the time  

and in the hot sunshine  

you become the Invisible Fan.  

 

* * *  
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Our Very Blessed Sun,  

you do not only give us Life,  

but you also allow us to see  

the Divine Paintings everywhere.  

 

With your Shining Light,  

we can see much further  

and are longing every day  

for your Sweetest Arrival.  

 

Without you,  

our personal cameras, our eyes  

which have been given to us by our Creator  

would be useless.  

 

In your Sweet Presence  

darkness disappears,  

and now the Humanity is illuminated  

with the Divine Knowledge.  

 

* * *  
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Do not be fooled, oh People,  

that the economy preserves us.  

We are preserved and totally dependent  

upon the Elements of the Nature.  

 

No matter how much money you will receive  

and how many diplomas you put on your walls,  

do not cheat yourselves,  

we are all dependent  

upon the Divine Elements.  

 

Every Blissful Day  

learn to be Grateful  

to the Sun, the Water,  

the Earth and the Air.  

 

Become students  

of our Mother Life,  

you will gradually learn that Life is the operator  

of the Sun, the Water, the Air and the Earth.  

 

* * *  
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The Supreme Knowledge teaches us  

to recognize our Mother Life  

and its Performances  

which happen every moment.  

 

When you are in harmony in you  

with Life,  

then you can also appreciate  

the Planet that sustains us.  

 

We are one with all and yet  

we perceive them as foreign,  

cause we do not know our Origin.  

And then the Master comes to introduce us  

with our Beautiful Life.  

 

Only when we will recognize within us,  

our Mother Life  

then we will be able to experience  

the Daily, Inner Celebration.  

 

* * *  
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The Blessed Animals have been given to us  

as Gifts for their products,  

they are not for you to kill them  

and eat their bodies.  

 

Anyways,  

we have people around us who are killing the Humans  

so, how is it possible not to have  

people who are killing the animals?  

 

This uncontrolled arbitrariness  

towards all forms of Life,  

is happening because there is no realization  

for the Supreme Gift of Life.  

 

That is why Self Knowledge  

should be taught in Formal Education,  

because the first thing we need to learn  

is the Invaluable Preciousness of Life.  

 

* * *  
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People who are lacking water and food  

will understand  

the Incredible Preciousness of Earth  

and its Indescribable Necessity.  

 

They will understand that their famous technology  

cannot give them life,  

and money cannot be their god,  

they will be more clear and their ego will deflate.  

 

They will gradually realize  

how unnecessary is to accumulate garbage,  

the scientists, traders and buyers  

will understand how crazy we have become.  

 

We print many banknotes  

and make different games, by changing the material objects  

yet, these do not provide us Life,  

like the food and the water do, they support us.  

 

Let us not be proud  

and indifferent for Mother Nature,  

Nature supports us  

and supports everything that exists on Planet Earth.  

 

* * *  
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Oh! Very Blessed Mother Nature,  

you have created so many things,  

you support your Blessed Beings  

with your Countless, Various Goods.  

 

In the morning in the country  

our little brothers, the birds, awaken us,  

they sing your Glory  

and fascinate our ears.  

 

In the morning in the cities,  

which are made by the foolish human minds,  

the cars and the buses  

awaken us with anger.  

 

They have dressed the Most Fascinating Sky  

with a black and grey garland  

coming form the gas fumes and the chemical dirtiness  

created by criminal minds.  

 

Some crazy people with a lot of disrespect  

have hate for your Beauty  

and destroy your garments  

by killing and poisoning all the living beings.  

 

* * *  
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With your Eternal Kindness  

and the Eternal Patience,  

you do not care about the destroyers,  

and you transform your Magical Form.  

 

Those who appreciate you  

are grateful to you from inside,  

for the relentless support  

your Love and your Silence.  

 

Our Mother Life  

is so humble  

she leaves her benefits,  

but never manifests.  

 

 

 

 

 



The Human Transmutation 
 

 

They have made you believe  

that the Heaven is in the sky,  

they like to shape other People  

and make them silly, this is how they want them to be.  

 

Paradise, my Dear Friends  

is here, waiting for us inside of us,  

this is where the Highest Life dwells,  

every Human Being can feel it through Knowledge.  

 

Paradise and hell  

are both inside of us,  

Paradise is the feeling of the Heart,  

hell is in he mind.  

 

* * *  
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Through the Knowledge of the Self  

you will discover first  

your transmutation,  

then you will be able to transform.  

 

You have been scared with   

the transmutation of the food.  

Now you need to pay attention   

your personal transmutation.  

 

Those who have started this transmutation  

are willing to poison your mind first,  

then it is easier for them  

to poison your food as well.  

 

The Knowledge of the Self  

will make you Conscious and Clear,  

will teach you how to keep away from the useless food  

of the mind and the body.  

 

 

 

 



Destiny  
 

 

Finally, everything is starting from us  

and is ending to us.  

If you do not love, you do not respect Yourself,  

thus you cannot love and respect  

your Fellow Human Beings.  

 

Every thought and action  

of our every day travel  

have a direct influence  

over the soul, the body and the mind.  

 

So, the one who wishes  

to experience a Gorgeous  

every day Destiny,  

needs to become a friend with his Divine Self.  

 

Do not let the world and your mind  

to befool you,  

you experience your destiny every day  

during your Wise or foolish existence.  

 

* * *  
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Do not let your mind to befool you,  

we do not live in the vague future  

neither in the dead past,  

we live in now, the Divine Now.  

 

If you do not learn Today  

to live in “Now” with delight and consciousness,  

how are you going to make it tomorrow  

since when tomorrow comes, if you are alive, it will come as 

Now?  

 

So my Dear Friends,  

if you wish to have a Blessed Destiny,  

and live the pleasure of each moment,  

do become the students of our Mother Life.  

 

The Destiny of our Mother Life  

for its Creatures  

is to show us how to live every day  

in its Peace, in its Freedom  

in its Indescribable Joy.  

 

 

 

 

 



Our Body, A Construction, A Miracle 
 

 

Your Body, this Construction is like a vessel  

and an Incredible Diamond Mine,  

but because you do not know it  

you give it to anyone to use it.  

 

Everybody steels your diamonds  

and you become a thousand pieces,  

when they finish their job  

they drop you in the garbage like a used lemon peel.  

 

This way you will never be able to discover  

the possibilities you have,  

they have put everywhere  

their mousetraps for you.  

 

Everybody is trying to step on others  

in order to succeed their selfish goal,  

pride urges every mind to pursue the highest point for them-

selves,  

if you do not surrender to the mind of other people  

you will become their worst enemies.  

 

* * *  
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Offer your Vessel  

to the Supreme Life,  

to reveal its diamonds to you,  

and to be used for the Supreme Mission.  

 

Become a Vessel of God  

and not an instrument of this world,  

them you will become the distributor  

of the Knowledge of the Self.  

 

God did not create us  

to generate garbage through our mind,  

but to be fulfilled from being students  

of the Knowledge of the Self.  

 

The Human Vessel must always be full  

of Supreme Love and Wisdom,  

of Peace, Freedom and Bliss,  

these are the elements of Life.  

 

* * *  
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The Unceasing Gratitude  

is coming from Conscious Humility.  

By recognizing what a magnificent miracle is our body,  

with its Wonderful Gifts, which are our weapons.  

 

This Incredible Miracle, our body  

is not ours, it is rented to us by Life itself,  

many are those who take advantage of it  

and have rented it from a tenant.  

 

And not only this,  

they buy and sell the bodies of other people,  

they start determined wars  

and luxurious official prostitution.  

 

If we start to realize  

that it is not allowed to us to use  

something which is not ours,  

all the scenery will become beautiful, inside and outside.  

 

* * *  
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The Supreme Feeling of the Heart: Fulfillment  

 

Let us talk now about  

the Supreme Feeling of the Heart,  

the only one that can fulfill us,  

and consequently can free us from the struggle.  

 

Remember, your Supreme Fulfillment  

of the mind, body and soul  

can happen only  

when you learn to come in contact with Life.  

 

If you do not learn the Art  

to fulfill your Existence,  

I am sorry, you will not be satisfied  

through the Journey of your Life.  

 

The unsatisfied part of your “Existence”:  

why do you live a miserable Life,  

when it is so simple to become happy?  

when you recognize God inside of you!  

 

* * *  
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To Fulfill my eyes,  

you offer me the Sun and its Light,  

and I can admire the Indescribable Magic  

and be filled with Awe and Bliss.  

 

To Fulfill my ears,  

you offer me your birds as singers,  

your Wind, the trees and the waves in the sea  

are the Divine Sounds.  

 

For the Fulfillment of my smell,  

you offer the magical perfumes of the flowers,  

they are so attractive,  

like the Pure Babies attract us.  

 

For the Fulfillment of my mouth  

you offer me fruits and foods  

and unbelievable variety of juices,  

like Divine Drinks.  

 

* * *  
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For the Fulfillment of my body  

you offer me your Divine Love,  

to be able to bring descendants on Planet Earth,  

so that they can also know this Miraculous Life.  

 

For the Fulfillment of my mind  

you offer me the thinking machine,  

to be able to think of my Creator,  

his Knowledge and my Admirable Master.  

 

For the Fulfillment of my soul  

you offer me the feeling machine,  

to be able to feel my Breath,  

on which my All Powerful Life is swinging.  

 

Finally, all my Existence  

if fulfilled by my Creator – Life!  

Do not look outside for your Fulfillment,  

Life will fulfill you only from within!  

 

* * *  
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The Vacuum  

 

When there is absence of Fulfillment  

the vacuum governs,  

the unsatisfied mind  

makes the people run everywhere.  

 

It fools them, making them believe  

that they will be fulfilled by these and those,  

it makes numerous substitutes  

and sees ghosts everywhere.  

 

The inner vacuum  

is boring and painful,  

it makes the Human Being every day  

a living dead.  

 

Only with the Knowledge of Your Self  

you will fulfill your existence,  

then the journey of your Life  

will have a meaning.  

 

* * *  
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The Head  

 

Our head is another Divine Gift,  

the basement of all our senses,  

and our face is like our portable  

personal television.  

 

Like on the TV  

is shown on the screen,  

either a nasty and disgusting film  

or a Magically Attractive documentation from Nature.  

 

The same way our personal TV  

is projecting from inside on our face  

either figures and words coming from our selfish mind  

or the selflessness of our Divine Self.  

 

So, our face  

is our bodily television  

we either project our work as something disgusting  

or as something Sincere and Attractive.  

 

* * *  
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The Feeling Mechanism  

 

Inside of us we can find  

a more amazing mechanism,  

the Feeling Mechanism,  

without it everything is an illusion.  

 

The Feeling machine  

makes the present illusion real,  

when the illusion is present in the materialistic world,  

in the Immaterial Reality is absent.  

 

I distinguish the Feeling Mechanism  

because it is amazing,  

the body never feels satisfied,  

no matter how much you are thinking about the water and he food.  

 

The thoughts can guide you  

till you find the food and water,  

yet, it is more important for the body  

to “feel” them.  

 

* * *  
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The Mechanism of Thinking and Choice  

 

Another amazing mechanism  

a Divine Gift of Life,  

is the thought and the choice  

we either think to help  

or we think to destroy.  

 

The Gift of the Creator  

is the mind that can think.  

Now, the gift to ourselves  

is what we think about.  

 

So, you can see very clearly  

that we create  

our every day destiny,  

we have the choice to think whatever we wish.  

 

The thought and the choice  

are Gifts for Freedom,  

it is dependant on how you are using them,  

for your Bliss or for your total destruction.  

 

The thought and the choice  

is an incredible magic wand,  

it can drive you in the darkness so that you do not hurt yourself  

or it can cause destruction everywhere.  

 

* * *  
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The Mechanism of Memory  

 

Another Divine Gift inside of us,  

is the mechanism of memory, that Life has put inside of us,  

in order to tap in the past  

according to our choice.  

 

Memory is  

our internal DVD,  

we can see any videotapes from the past,  

any time we like.  

 

We can see the bad things, and have them as a lesson,  

never to fall again into a trap,  

or we can see the beautiful times,  

when we were feeling Joy,  

so we can compare and recognize the best.  

 

Every wonderful mechanism we have  

has two sides,  

what we want  

and what we deny.  

 

* * *  
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The Brain  

 

In the womb of our mother  

the Miracle Maker has made our brain,  

to place his Wisdom within us,  

and not for us to put our garbage.  

 

Everybody pretends they are wise,  

and everybody is at least foolish,  

since they do not study the Knowledge of the Self  

and they are offering the knowledge of the mind  

which lacks wisdom.  

 

Those who let other People  

shape their own minds,  

they become selfish and hypocrites,  

thieves and killers.  

 

On the contrary, the People who are shaped  

from the Wonderful Knowledge of the Self,  

they become Sincere and Unselfish,  

they care for the others and have dignity.  

 

* * *  
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The Eyes  

 

Our Eyes, the Divine Gifts,  

I do not say Gift, but Gifts,  

because if one of the two eyes becomes blind,  

the other one is sufficient for us to see.  

 

We have two incredible machines,  

for photography and cinematography at the same time.  

When I open my eyes  

I can film the Magic of the Nature,  

without having to carry any technological equipment.  

 

The Unseen Power of Life  

has created my eyes in the womb of my mother,  

to be able to admire my Creator and the Creation,  

these eyes are not made only to see  

the achievements of technology.  

 

* * *  
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The Creator has made my eyes  

to be able to run and help when I can,  

and not to use them  

for steeling whatever I see.  

 

The Creator has not made the eyes  

to be able to see the miniature of Disneyland,  

but to be able to see  

the Divine Huge Painting.  

 

My Creator has made my eyes  

to be able to cure other people  

and not to shoot with weapons  

and kill the Creatures.  

 

My eyes, which are like cameras  

have been given to me to admire,  

and not to rush to different shows  

and pretend that I am having fun.  

 

My eyes have not been given to me  

to become a slave of lust,  

but to be able to see the Innocence  

and feel Freedom.  

 

* * *  
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The Inner Eyes of the Soul  

 

I encourage you to experience  

something that is happening beyond the Materialistic World,  

incredibly Magical.  

For this you need to appreciate  

the Miracle Maker of your Eyes.  

He will open the eyes of the Soul,  

you will be mesmerized by the Immaterial,  

Lit with Colors, Varie-Gated Painting.  

 

Like a blind person cannot  

see the materialistic paintings of the Nature,  

the same way our material eyes cannot  

see the Immaterial, Lit with Colors Painting.  

 

The fact that the blind person cannot see  

the real painting of the Nature,  

does not mean that this painting  

does not exist.  

 

The same way exactly,  

the fact that our material eyes cannot see the Immaterial Painting,  

does not mean that  

the Immaterial Painting does not exist.  

 

You can see a real painting  

only when you have your materials eyes open,  

the same way when the eyes of the Soul will open  

the will be able to see the Incredible Immaterial Painting.  

 

* * *  
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The Ears  

 

Our ears are also Divine Gifts,  

not one Gift, they are Gifts  

even if one of them becomes useless,  

hearing can happen only with the other one.  

 

In the womb of our mother,  

the Creative Power called Life  

has created the ears for us,  

so we can hear about this Power.  

 

The ears that our Mother Life has given us  

allow us to listen to Life’s Divine Music,  

which is manifesting every Blessed Day  

with the trees, the birds, the sea and the air.  

 

Life has not given the Ears to me,  

in order to listen to the theories of the foolish and the hypocrite,  

neither to listen to the orders  

of the selfish, the murderers and the thieves.  

 

* * *  
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The Nose  

 

Another Supreme Gift,  

which the Unseen and Magical Life  

has created in the womb of our mother  

is our nose, through which manifests the Divine Breath.  

 

Our nose is created  

to be able to breath the Divine Life  

and, at the same time, to smell the aromas  

of the Wonderful, Magical Nature.  

 

The sense of smell that the nose has  

does not like the bad smell  

and is fascinated by the Attraction  

of the Sweetest Smell.  

 

In our nose  

is manifesting our Creator – Life,  

which dances affectionately and silently  

in the Mysterious Breath.  

 

* * *  
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The Mouth  

What an Incredible Gift is this!  

In the womb of our mother  

our Divine Life has created the mouth  

out of the Blessed Dust.  

 

The mouth is the shelter of the tongue,  

always takes care of it,  

because impious thoughts make the tongue speak  

and trap the People, lead them to destruction.  

 

The Creator has made  

Numerous Goods for our mouth,  

yet, we have not tasted them  

cause they are feeding us with dead animals.  

 

The blessed mouth with its lips  

accompanies the tongue  

to sing “I love You” and “Thank You”  

to the Creation and the Supreme Creator.  

 

* * *  
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The Tongue  

 

Another Magical Gift,  

that was created in our mother’s womb  

by the Miracle Maker Life  

is the tongue, it makes us capable to speak and also to taste.  

 

The tongue is also  

an Incredibly strong Weapon,  

when it speaks from the Heart it can Save  

and when it speaks from the mind it can destroy.  

 

The tongue is given to us by the Creator  

to be able to praise Him,  

and then communicate with each other  

with all the Heartfelt Respect.  

 

The tongue is  

like a Magical Instrument,  

when it is not tuned is disgusting,  

when it is tuned is attractive.  

 

The tongue can make known  

the cancerigenic selfishness of the mind  

and also can make known  

the Healing Love of God.  

 

When a Human Being  

recognizes the Real Master on this Earth,  

the tongue is singing praises with Gratitude,  

inside and outside, every moment.  

 

* * *  
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The Hands  

 

Our Hands are also Divine Gifts,  

created in our mother’s womb  

by our Very First Mother Life,  

they make easier for us our journey on Earth.  

 

Life has created the fingers as well  

so we can cultivate Earth,  

and taste its magical food,  

so we can make instruments and praise Life with music.  

 

Life did not create my hands  

to use them for killing or stealing,  

but to be able to offer from its Gifts  

and to be able to heal, by the its Grace.  

 

Life created my hands  

to be able to write simple words,  

these words to fly anywhere like birds,  

and reach every Human Heart.  

 

* * *  
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The Legs  

 

Our legs, what incredibly Divine Gifts they are,  

the Supreme Wisdom has also created  

the fingers to be able to have balance,  

to be able to walk in Nature  

and become mesmerized by its beauty.  

 

Our legs are our car,  

to be able to go around following our divine rhythm.  

The businessmen have turned us into machines  

and put us in the prisons of the cars.  

 

God did not create our legs  

in order to become like horses in the horseraces,  

all the athletic sports are under  

cunning gamblers.  

 

God did not create my legs  

in order to go around and gossip, or give false testimonies,  

or commit adultery,  

or harm other people.  

 

* * *  
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Our Organs Inside  

 

Our organs inside  

are Divine Gifts as well,  

created by the Unseen Life  

in our mother’s womb.  

 

The way our organs are put inside  

and how they are functioning  

makes us be in incredible awe,  

admiration and respect.  

 

The human body  

and the senses of our mind,  

compared to the Infinite Creation,  

are a small part of our Creator’s art.  

 

This Incredible Miracle, the Human Being,  

instead of recognizing his Creator,  

becomes scornful  

and destroys Himself.  

 

 

 

 

 



Mind Without the Knowledge of the Self  
 

 

From the depths of the centuries some crazy beings  

have set us deadly traps,  

they made other Human beings kill their brothers  

with weapons and bombs.  

 

These inventions of the crazy  

perpetuate the killings,  

with horrible chemical weapons  

and delicate electronic ones.  

 

Their cunning plans  

are starting through the education, the harmful learning  

of the teaching of the differences, which can make us become 

sick,  

and cause incurable wounds.  

 

The Universal and official traps  

are the borders of the different countries,  

and in each country  

they have set up more traps.  

 

* * *  
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The political parties  

cause division in the education,  

they pretend that they invite the kids to learn  

in the schools.  

 

And the young students grow up,  

guided by those who brought the division,  

and create societies full of enemies  

and perpetuate the cunning goals.  

 

So they also teach the differences,  

that can bring only disasters,  

and then the followers become blind because of fanaticism  

and do not care about the reason of this separation.  

 

This individual apathy for the separation  

is the reason the makes the world go down,  

towards the evil darkness  

and horrible decadence.  

 

That is why it is necessary to study  

our Inner Real Self,  

to resolve our duality  

and further unite with every Fellow Human Being.  

 

* * *  
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They have converted the People  

to vile speculators of their fellow human beings,  

this is considered to be natural,  

we are truly in the darkest age.  

 

Our Mother Life listened to our request  

and sent her Representative for our Liberation.  

The Liberation can happen for the conscious ones  

those have realized that the vicious cycle has enslaved them.  

 

The Divine Knowledge of the Self  

will transform the People again,  

so that each one of us can have respect and love  

for all the Fellow Human Beings.  

 

The Transformation I am talking about  

can remove the dirt from this mind, which has many faces  

can make us become like little kids again,  

innocent with our actions coming from the Heart.  

 

This is what the Knowledge of the Self is doing,  

curing the cancer of the mind,  

then a person will feel healthy  

and hate everything that is disgusting.  

 

* * *  
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The apathy of each one of us  

has created an awful tragedy.  

Finally during this Unbelievable Age  

each one of us is invited to show an interest,  

to gradually remove the unaccountability of their actions  

and start one by one to write the Supreme History.   

 

Why do you participate in a miserable,  

and careless world, that has run off the track,  

instead of experiencing yourself as a Human being,  

who is elevated within?  

 

Because if you do not study  

the Knowledge of Yourself,  

you will bring more desperation and melancholy  

to the people around you.  

 

On the other side, those who invest  

in the Knowledge of the Self,  

they are filled with Peace, Freedom and Joy  

and spread real and hopeful words to the people around.  

 

* * *  
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The chaos rules in the confused person,  

and when many confused people come together  

they make it rule even more in the different groups  

and even more in the society.  

 

This chaos is manifesting outside  

with horrible destructive actions,  

that are happening again and again  

during different periods of time.  

 

They experience an inner burden  

and they do not know where to give it,  

so they are searching everywhere to find a place  

to get rid of it.  

 

When a Human Being is putting Knowledge  

on his pair of scales as a counterbalance  

then it will not be possible to be defeated  

from his mind and from other people’s minds.  

 

This way you can prevent yourself  

from experiencing the inner chaos  

because of confusion,  

with Knowledge you will gradually realize  

that you are Human and God.  

 

* * *  
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Finally, we are all pretending  

that we are working for our Fellow Human Beings,  

but our true objective is to get what we want from others  

and to satisfy our cunning mind.  

 

Who wants to work with themselves  

and return to the heart?  

If you want to become unselfish  

you need to become a student  

of Life itself.  

 

This world  

teaches us selfishness,  

it has become a universal disease of the mind  

and brings more and more schizophrenia.  

 

If you want to become totally Healthy  

you need to become unselfish,  

and study the Knowledge of the Self,  

that can help you reject the carcinoma of the mind.  

 

The Honest and Immaculate, Supreme Life  

does not participate in the works of our minds,  

those works have always as a result  

the fall of our Fellow Human Beings.  

 

* * *  
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Let us sit down to reflect  

and try to become more serious,  

are we behaving in our Life like in the stock – exchange,  

where we buy the shares of the others  

in order to proceed with dishonest selling?   

 

Each one is using the other  

to do their business,  

and each one blames the other  

that they have been dishonest.  

 

What is the difference between this stupid game  

and the little kids who are always jealous,  

and asking or stealing the toys of other kids,  

cause they believe that this will bring them joy?  

 

Do you think that because we have grown up  

we have also become wise?  

If we do not study the Knowledge of the Self  

we will be reduced to having a jealous mind.  

 

Only by studying the Knowledge of the Self  

we can cause to disappear jealousy, 

stealing and the mind’s selfishness,  

feel Free and Happy  

and at the same time become Wise and full of Dignity!  

 

* * *  
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Who has created and preserved  

this universal hell and nuts house?  

Those who are fighting  

to create the biggest goldmine for themselves.  

 

They are those who lead astray and enslave  

the people who are in need,  

those who create  

confusion, poverty and individual alienation.  

 

They throw every generation  

in the craziness and the awful stink,  

and People cannot become clear  

and realize how miserable these destroyers are.  

 

The worst crime is  

to transform a little baby, a new born Human – God  

and shape its mind, make it learn how to live  

as a snatcher and a robot in the darkness.  

 

Give the space to the Knowledge of the Self  

to provide Love and Clarity to the mind,  

abdicate from your dark works  

and shine with Inner Joy!  

 

* * *  
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Do not hesitate to refuse  

the cancerous selfishness of the mind,  

because it creates unbelievable metastasis  

which bring the fall of the people.  

 

The selfishness, impersonal or many faced  

has incredible impact,  

it defeats the People  

and prevents them from finding the cause.  

 

When you learn how to be in touch  

with the Supreme Life within you,  

then Life will teach you  

how to attain liberation.  

 

Only Life  

is Freedom by itself,  

if you do not go along with Life’s rules,  

the misery and slavery will accompany you.  

 

* * *  
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As long as the people function  

only through their mind,  

they will exchange amongst them  

jealousy, pride and disgust.  

 

To stop this  

apocrustic trading,  

let us invest in the Knowledge of the Self  

and reject the ugliness of our mind.  

 

Let us discover the Supreme Wealth  

we all have in our Hearts,  

and feel again like when we were little kids,  

when we used to embrace one another with Love and Joy.  

 

When we will discover God inside of us,  

our mind will be enlighten,  

then we will not look at our differences,  

we will have realized our similarities.  

 

* * *  
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Those who are trying to educate  

only their mind,  

are always trying to enslave and take advantage of  

every Fellow Human Being.  

 

Education is not only to learn how to read and write  

but any art that one can know,  

that can help to become renowned  

and to take advantage of his audience.  

 

Let us realize what is happening around us,  

this world is shaped by those who are too “educated”,  

who are always confused  

and enslaved by selfishness.  

 

So, those of you who do not want  

to be in the derailed track,  

know your Divine Self  

in order to harmonize your Soul, Body and your Mind.  

 

This is the Supreme Education,  

the Knowledge of your Self,  

with this you can stop those who want to lead you  

to the unhealthy course of your mind.  

 

* * *  
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People need to know how to let go  

of the cancerigenic qualities of the mind,  

these are the obstacles  

that do not allow them to elevate.  

 

Without the guidance of the Divine Self  

the actions and the thoughts of the mind  

will lead them to the fall,  

and will unavoidably bring  

a painful destiny.  

 

The most powerful cancerigenic qualities of the mind  

are selfishness, jealousy, defamation,  

pride, deceit, crime, greed  

and the heavy chains of desires,  

gambling, alcoholism, white slave-traffic and drugs.  

 

All the above qualities can disappear  

for those who want to transform themselves,  

but is needed sincere investment  

in the Learning of the Knowledge of the Self.  

 

It needs to be realized,  

as much as possible,  

that the Human Being is suffering  

from the contaminated qualities and desires of the mind  

and can attain liberation when they recognize  

the Healthy Qualities of the Supreme Self.  

 

* * *  
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As long as you have an inside conflict  

with yourself,  

a battle will always manifest  

with any other fellow human being.  

 

As long as you are not sincere  

inside of you with Your Self,  

it is not possible to be a Real friend  

with any other fellow human being.  

 

Any kind of friendship  

is covered with hypocrisy,  

is a compromise,  

until you achieve your goal,  

like the wolf and the lamb.  

 

But now, finally,  

the Master offers us the Knowledge,  

and makes us capable to stop our confusion  

and unite with our Divine Self.  

 

When you attain the Union  

with the Supreme Self inside of you,  

then there will be no lies and confusion  

with other Fellow Human Beings.  

 

* * *  
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My dears, if you are chasing  

only the outside riches,  

you will become brutal and wretch  

and you will try to take advantage of other Fellow Human Beings  

with any way possible.  

 

There are numerous ways to handle people  

and enslave the Human Souls,  

from the fun fairs and the theaters that are made for fun,  

to the wars and the drugs that are considered as necessary.   

 

The competition of the rich and selfish people  

changes the principals of the discoverers,  

who bring destruction to the people and the animals  

and to this Blessed and Wonderful Planet Earth.  

 

The learning of the Knowledge of the Self,  

can help us to change the way we think  

and realize the Supreme Gift of Life,  

which no one has the right to take away from others.  

 

 

* * *  
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My dear kids from around the world,  

please avoid smoking, alcohol and drugs,  

they make us sick  

and destroy our minds.  

 

Do not follow those friends  

who are giving you ill directions,  

they are trying  

to make you their victims as well.  

 

Be careful if you go to the army  

they are distributing sly drugs there as well,  

which will take away the power that you have  

and will enslave you.  

 

For this reason be busy  

to learn the Knowledge of the Self,  

so that Clarity and Wisdom  

become the Companions of your journey.  

 

* * *  
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The Humanity is trapped  

in a very old vicious cycle,  

most of the people are getting crazy  

trying to find out what is wrong with them.  

 

They do not even know  

that because of the absence of the Knowledge of the Self,  

the human mind  

has become schizophrenic.  

 

This schizophrenia has brought guile,  

guile has brought greed,  

greed has brought ungratefulness,  

and all these have weaved the costume  

of a bad shaped hypocrisy.  

 

For those who are willing  

to get out of this vicious cycle,  

Self Knowledge is offered  

like a new and nice costume.  

 

* * *  
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The one who has found his Master,  

who revealed to him True Happiness,  

has stopped to visit the circus,  

he does not need these things any more.  

 

The human minds  

are trying to find satisfaction  

though whatever they invent,  

but the joy they find is not real.  

 

Only Life can teach you  

how to feel Free and Happy,  

you can learn this when you focus on Life and its Elements  

that surround you.  

 

Supreme Peace,  

Happiness and Freedom  

are the elements of the Unique Wisdom  

that is coming from Life.  

 

* * *  
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Let us first realize how to put in order the elements  

in our Human Kingdom,  

We are in a miserable disorder  

but we hope to bring this desirable balance, finally.  

 

Those who are in “key” positions  

and ignore the Laws of Life,  

are in disorder  

and cause a global unsteadiness.  

 

The Human Kingdom  

is in total imbalance,  

and consequently we have extended in all the kingdoms  

the reckless disorder.  

 

An unconscious mind  

can expand the unconsciousness to the people around,  

since they do not know the Law of Life,  

to start with love and respect for Themselves.  

 

* * *  
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You need to avoid  

the contagious wounds  

and always be careful  

to be far from them.  

 

Gambling is one of them, any kind of gambling  

which has been promoted in schools amongst the little kids,  

it looks like an innocent game,  

one kid is looking to win the lids of the other.  

 

Every time  

gambling in schools is changing,  

so that the parents cannot realize what is going on,  

they are trapped.  

 

Gambling, white slavery, prostitution, sodomy,  

smoking, alcohol, drugs,  

jealousy, hatred, lies,  

cheating, crime and ruffianism.  

 

To avoid the traps  

of the passion and the elements of the unconscious mind,  

People need to invest  

in the Knowledge of the Self that will bring the Freedom.  

 

* * *  
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The Knowledge of our Self  

can teach us Love and Respect,  

the mind teaches us hatred and revenge  

and leads us to killings.  

 

Why do you think that Humanity is suffering  

although we have everything?  

We have not found the Love and Respect within us,  

we do not have them.  

 

When the People find within them  

the incredible weapons of Love and Respect,  

then they will be free from the vicious cycle  

of the universal mind.  

 

Make Wisdom yours,  

and the Love of God which is inside of you,  

then you will be invincible  

from the influence of the mind.  

 

* * *  
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The journey of life  

is developing within each on of us,  

and because we do not know how to drive it,  

everything outside is causing us trouble.  

 

If you put in order the scattered things  

and the chaos inside of you,  

then the hell of this world will not bother you,  

your consciousness will be stronger.  

 

Our Divine Consciousness has weapons,  

which are beyond the fantasy of the mind,  

some of these are Clarity and Discipline  

then the journey becomes Magical every day.  

 

Unselfishness and Patience  

are also weapons,  

that can help you in difficult moments  

not to compromise.  

 

* * *  
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Life is the Supreme Miracle,  

and whatever is coming out of it  

are Miracles as well,  

it is your great honor to realize them.  

 

The first Miracle  

is our body itself,  

we can start to observe it  

and gradually to appreciate it.  

 

We start from the Divine Gift of the mind,  

that is making our plans inside of us,  

gives us the potential to imagine,  

to reflect and to realize.  

 

Imagination, conception and thinking  

are limited possibilities that the mind has,  

you cannot study the Knowledge of the Self only with these.  

Mind is made out of material molecules,  

so it is capable to refer only to the material world.  

 

* * *  
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Do not think that with the rules of the mind  

you will be able to ignore the Laws of God,  

many have tried this  

and gradually they have become insane.  

 

Do not think that craziness  

is in the small nuthouses,  

the real craziness  

is outside, in the society.  

 

People become whatever they say they are,  

some become leaders, some criminals,  

they kill other people  

for the borders, for religions and for plunder.  

 

You have heard the old motto  

“Knowledge goes with the Wise”.  

Our wise ancestors knew  

that only Knowledge can save the Human Being.  

And they did not speak about any kind of knowledge,  

but about the Knowledge!  

 

 

 

 

 



About Society 
 

 

Throughout the ages some crazy people  

produced these weapons to make money and cause destruction,  

they spread them to the armies of every country,  

as if they were something natural.  

 

Then in the army they teach us  

how to look through the muzzle sight  

and at the same time how to shoot with our hands  

on our Fellow Human Beings, with excellent success.  

 

Those crazy who made the weapons  

they also made paranoiac laws,  

they divided the Earth and created armies,  

to perpetuate the wars, like it is something natural.  

 

Only with the Knowledge of our Selves,  

Love and Respect,  

we will let the darkness go away  

and establish the Light.  

 

* * *  
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We take advantage of the dander people have,  

and turn it into political songs,  

which are supposed to be against the authorities,  

they just fill the pockets of the singers with money,  

but people are in deep sleep.  

 

We like to deal with issues and events that happen  

amongst other people,  

if George and Mary had a divorce,  

this is what the magazines and newspapers are doing,  

in a flat way, without making real sense.   

 

Oh singers, come together  

if you want to envision the Common Good,  

replace the songs of the mind,  

with songs about the Knowledge of the Self.  

 

The code for your Union  

is Love and Respect for the Knowledge of the Self,  

those of you who do not like to deal with this,  

it seems like you want to pretend.  

 

* * *  
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The most essential help  

to every Fellow Human Being,  

is to stop to throw to the others  

the rubbish coming from our multi faced mind.  

 

In order not to have any rubbish  

in the house of our mind,  

we need to wash ourselves every day  

with the Knowledge of the Self.  

 

Cause if we do not have  

any rubbish inside of us,  

we will have the Gifts of God,  

Love and Hope!  

 

With the Knowledge of the Self  

we will respect everybody,  

instead of fighting with other people’s minds,  

we will respect each other.  

 

* * *  
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Those of you who believe that the Power of Truth,  

can change this world,  

first you need to know this Power,  

then you will be able to learn from It.  

 

No matter how much you believe in Truth  

if you do not know it,  

you will never be fulfilled,  

cause you did not honor it.  

 

Faith without knowing  

is a process,  

like the journey of a blind person,  

who never saw the Magical Beauty of the Nature.  

 

I would only like to emphasize and encourage you,  

now that we have this chance,  

change your faith into knowing  

so you can live Free, with Peace and Bliss.  

 

* * *  
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There are countless people who present themselves  

as the servants of the Truth,  

yet, in their very deep core  

they know that this is not true.  

 

You will always be in duality,  

until you know the Truth,  

your tongue will say different things  

than the actions of your body and your mouth.  

 

If you want to give an end to your duality,  

no matter what kind of job you have,  

you can be a servant of the Truth,  

with your mind, soul and body.  

 

Yet, if you want to become a Servant of the Truth,  

you need to meet with it,  

speak with it,  

you need the Truth to show you 

 when you are clear enough to serve.  

 

Yet, the only way to meet with the Truth  

is to look for its Real Representative.  

Life is Unselfishness by itself,  

so selfishness is washed away  

from those who are allowed to represent Life.  

 

* * *  
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My dear kids, you go to the kinder garden,  

then to the elementary school,  

and then to the high school, where the friends are waiting for you  

to give you alcohol and drugs.  

 

Parents and teachers,  

you have a very big Responsibility  

to advise and warn the kids every day  

about those who have no hesitation to set the traps.  

 

For those who believe  

that money is their god,  

they exchange like money  

every other Fellow Human Being.  

 

You see the vicious cycle  

is incredibly established,  

those who have the control, in order to cover the unemployment  

they build different kinds of nuthouses and prisons.  

 

* * *  
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Let the Vision  

of our Mother Life,  

of Love and Peace  

rule on the face of this Earth.  

 

Let the thoughts  

which bring misery to the Humanity, go away,  

so all the Human Beings can live  

with Incredible Love, Peace and Freedom.  

 

Let us destroy the weapons,  

they bring death and physical disability,  

and let the rulers of the countries become more sensible  

and not obey and become criminals.  

 

Listen to the Supreme Message  

of the Real Master of this Time,  

he is the Representative of the Divine Life  

and shows to the People how to become  

Peaceful and Blissful.  

 

* * *  
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Barons with all the riches you need to become sensible,  

to sit down and reflect  

on the poverty and the misery of the People,  

which is made because of your greed.  

 

Generosity is coming  

from true Happiness,  

indifference and avarice  

bring misery.  

 

All the People, without exceptions,  

experience the inner misery,  

till they discover inside of them  

the Supreme Bliss.  

 

Those of you who are rich and strong  

you need to show an interest for the week and poor  

to have less cheating and crimes,  

to bridge the gap and bring the balance.  

 

* * *  
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Let our language and our music  

praise our Supreme Mission,  

about the Knowledge of the Self,  

with compassion for our Fellow Human Beings.  

 

With the Supreme Self-knowledge  

you can discover your Divine Nature inside of you,  

and when you will realize it,  

and found your work on this Nature.  

 

After one evil, a thousand more are coming,  

disasters are coming all the time,  

we are building on our mistakes  

and reject the Light.  

 

We are all complaining about the course of the Humanity,  

that yes, nothing is going well,  

everyone is denying their responsibility   

like the better will come automatically by pushing a button.  

 

If the world does not care to change,  

you can change yourself,  

do not take part in the dirt of this world,  

wash your mind with Knowledge every day.  

 

* * *  
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All the organizations of this world,  

that are trumpeting that they are serving the Truth,  

are actually steeling the precious time from you  

and selling idle stories.  

 

Truth does not belong to anyone,  

so none can give it to you.  

Truth is within inside each one of us  

available for those who wish to experience it.  

 

Our mind cannot discover  

the Truth inside of us,  

that is why the Living Master is always coming  

to reveal it to us.  

 

Truth is sending a Unique Representatives  

for the Genuine Seekers  

in order to introduce to them  

their Divine Self.  

 

Those of you who are seeking the Truth,  

do not waste your time  

in the philosophical idle stories,  

“the Truth within” is waiting for us.  

 

* * *  
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Those of you who have the power to shape the world situation  

why do you behave so bad?  

You keep on promoting the wars, alcohol and drugs  

and do not care at all for the next generation.  

 

Governments, you are supposed to be the ones  

who protect the people,  

why do you allow so many crimes to happen?  

When are you going to put a stop  

to every disastrous work?  

 

Let us talk again and  

become more human by using our consciousness  

and let us reject  

our devilish nature.  

 

You need to see Yourselves  

as a part of the whole  

you need to change your mind,  

and not live at other People’s expense.  

 

* * *  
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If those hands that are working to create weapons and drugs  

work to farm the Earth,  

we will make all this madness disappear,  

people will not die from hunger any more.  

 

Those of you who are working to create weapons and drugs  

you do not like someone to steel your Life from you,  

yet you are working for the destruction every day  

just for the day’s wage.  

 

You need to examine more deeply  

the perpetuation of the madness and how much you endure it  

may be you are also guilty, right?  

But for sure you do not want to kill your child.  

 

If you do not help them,  

only the governors will have to deal  

with the weapons and the drugs  

and may be they also awaken  

and realize that Life is so Magical  

that even the dead people would like  

to have it again.  

 

The sick people who are in the nuthouses  

do not bother the ones that are outside,  

yet there are so many outside  

who destroy all the people.  

 

* * *  
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To the Politicians  

 

It is very important that you,  

the politicians and the drivers, realize  

how necessary is the learning of the Knowledge of the Self,  

to clean up the dirt of the mind.  

 

If you do not study the Effect  

of the Knowledge of the Self,  

you will be eaten, like cancer, by the selfishness  

of the cunning and multi faced mind.  

 

Know the Truth within  

and you will become Unselfish,  

you will participate in the building  

of a new world, in this Age.  

 

Selfishness will slowly disappear  

from any Volunteer Cooperation,  

this is the only way to build  

a Dignified new society.  

 

The past has its own way to disappear,  

with the “Know Thyself” we can learn to be conscious now,  

and then we will be able to have  

a Magnificent and Bright Future.  

 

* * *  
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Drivers politicians,  

you need to promote Self Knowledge  

in education,  

and gradually all the mafia will disappear.  

 

It is possible that little by little  

the prisons, nuthouses and hospitals  

will transform in healthy places, where we will study  

the Knowledge of the Self  

and eliminate the sick works of the mind.  

 

We need to hand over Paradise  

to the Blessed next Generation,  

instead of delivering the hell to them,  

which has only ineffaceably crazy works.  

 

Every Pure Baby is coming to the world to teach us  

about our stupid and dreadful mistakes,  

this is how we also were in the beginning  

and now we are transformed into beings who are  

bringing the darkness.  

 

Instead of learning through our babies  

how to become more Pure,  

we are teaching them how to tell lies  

and become charlatans, criminals and paranoid.  

 

* * *  
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My dear leaders of religion,  

leaders of politics,  

guides of the world,  

great thinkers and scientists of every kind.  

 

Don’t you see that we are full of  

cancerigenic and contagious wounds,  

like selfishness and hypocrisy,  

don’t you see that corruption and misery is established?  

 

Do you think that there is another remedy  

to delete the corruption and the misery,  

besides the one Healer  

which is the Supreme Self Knowledge?  

 

If a Human being does not study  

the Knowledge of the Self,  

I am sorry, but they will be eaten  

by the selfishness of their mind, like gangrene does.  

 

Only the Divine Life is Unselfish  

and will teach you how to be redeem yourself  

from the subhuman selfishness of the mind,  

which is the king of the cunning and the evil.  

 

* * *  
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If you leaders and you people desire the elevation,  

invest in the Divine Knowledge of your Self,  

only Knowledge can teach us how to save ourselves,  

it has the Potential to transform us.  

 

We are all coming to this world like pure babies,  

like Human-Gods  

and they transform us to human-devils  

they convert us from friends to enemies,  

they divide us to educated and uneducated,  

to policemen and thieves.  

 

My feeling is that the Unbelievable Time has come  

to feel again like Human-Gods, if we wish so,  

to return to our Divine Nature,  

to get rid of our human devilish second nature.  

 

There is no doubt  

that our Fundamental Nature is Divine,  

the Nature brings us to Life as the Purest Babies  

and gradually we change because  

of some stupid people’s minds.  

 

Those who are working for this change  

and who are supposed to be scientists,  

in order to perpetuate this horrible situation,  

they have as an excuse for their criminal minds  

their crazy theory,  

that the People are born to be evil  

and I tell them NO, NO, you stupid, we are born Human-Gods.  

 

* * *  
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When we come to Earth like Pure Babies,  

we do not hold in our little hands weapons that can kill,  

you are the ones who give these weapons to us,  

first in the form of plastic toys  

and then you tell us to go and be killed, for the sake of the country.  

 

Craziness and criminality  

must disappear from the face of this Earth,  

that is why in this Incredible Age,  

every human being has the Chance and the Choice  

to be responsible  

and decide where to go.  

 

This disgusting and miserable tragedy  

needs to stop at some point  

and this can happen NOW,  

Knowledge can transform us from miserable people  

into Human Gods.  

 

People are not born to be  

Greeks, English, French and Portuguese.  

The environment is shaping each kid,  

the kids will use  

the language that they will learn.  

 

Those of you who are abstemious and awaken  

stay there and be like a Lit Brand  

to inspire the new generation,  

to listen to their Heart.  

 

Then they will inspire other people’s minds,  

and gradually they will also realize  

that it is incredibly most noble  

to listen to our Heart.  

 

* * *  
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Those who are leading and guiding the Humanity  

will create new “savers of the nation”,  

in order to perpetuate the need for leading personalities  

and the forlorn hope of the next generations for better days.  

 

This is the bait that was given  

by the leaders in the past  

and then later you realize  

that they are charlatans, hypocrites and liars.  

 

My dear good friends, if you want to be a leader in a country  

you need to study the Knowledge of the Self,  

first you need to learn to lead your body and your mind,  

and put aside all the garbage of this world.  

 

Those who are supposed to be the leaders of the nation  

they need to study the Knowledge of the Self  

to inspire the people to move forward,  

to change the miasma of the past history  

and start again the Radiant History, with the help of Knowledge.  

 

* * *  
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Unselfish People need  

to be involved with politics,  

to inspire those who are trapped  

to transform.  

 

When we soak with Love, Respect and Understanding  

coming from the Knowledge of the Self,  

only then we will be able to work  

for the elevation of our Nation.  

 

As long as the People are  

divided because of politics,  

unfortunately they will never be able  

to live together with Love.  

 

In order to cease to exist  

any kind of miserable separation,  

People need to study  

the Wonderful Knowledge of the Self.  

 

Only with the salutary Knowledge of the Self  

we can bring forth Bright History  

and feel that we have accomplished the mission we have,  

as living creatures of the Supreme Life!  

 

* * *  
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The political leaders who are governing us  

need to Practice Self Knowledge.  

Only then we will be able to hope for  

an Excellent Society.  

 

Every political leadership  

is trapped from the previous leadership,  

this way they are all trapped  

by those who are setting the traps and cannot be seen.  

 

When this is realized,  

only a sincere politician  

will be able to make a new start  

and then all the politicians will be released from the trap.  

 

You need to invest in the Knowledge of the Self,  

it has the Power to free you  

from all the traps of the mind  

and from your darkest fall.  

 

Invest in the Supreme Knowledge of the Self  

and you will be able to experience your Transformation,  

it will release you from the octopus of the mind,  

you will be able to feel Peace, Freedom and every day Bliss.  

 

* * *  
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Economical, national and religious wars  

need to stop finally,  

this presumes appreciation for this Supreme Life,  

this is the way for our children to prosper.  

 

He who truly wishes the benefit of his Fellow Human Beings,  

this is the time to work for it,  

he who does not  

is helping the other side.  

 

Leaders of the parties  

you need to invest in Knowledge,  

it is the only Code  

that can bring the Union.  

 

With your actions you will inspire the people  

and they will also be able to unite,  

gradually the dualities will disappear  

and you and all the people will elevate.  

 

* * *  
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Leaders of the people  

you need to invest in Knowledge,  

because only Love and Respect coming from Knowledge  

will be able to bring union.  

 

With your attitude you will inspire the people  

to find within them Love and Respect,  

wars and drugs will disappear  

no more killings of innocent people and little kids.  

 

Leaders of religions  

you need to invest in Knowledge,  

then you will discover within you God himself  

who with His Love He will be able to bring union.  

 

So consequently with your attitude you will remove  

the ill fanaticism, which you have inspired to your followers,  

gradually religious wars will stop,  

no more killings for a different god.  

 

So now we are all having our mirrors,  

let’s see that we cannot hide,  

each one of us has the choice  

to decide which side we want to be.  

 

The coming of the True Master,  

has made us clear that the river has two sides,  

not too many and not one,  

I wish you to chose with Wisdom one of the two.  

The world of Knowledge is the one side  

and the world of ignorance is the other side.  

 

* * *  
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The responsibility of the captain of the ship  

cannot be compared to the responsibility of the waiter,  

whose role is only  

to distribute the food.  

 

The captain’s responsibility  

is the safety of People’s Lives  

his attention must always be focused to leading the ship  

with increased consciousness.  

 

The same case is with you, the leaders of the parties,  

the leaders of the countries and the religions,  

your responsibility cannot be compared to  

the responsibility of a simple citizen.  

 

The citizen is trying to undertake  

just his own destiny,  

but you are pretending that you have undertaken  

the destiny of a whole country.  

 

Now this is the big question,  

are you experiencing Inner Peace and Freedom,  

Love, Bliss and Wisdom?  

How are you going to drive a whole country towards  

Peace and Prosperity?  

 

You can be most sincere  

and give the answer to yourself,  

you may probably see more clearly  

your hidden and selfish objective.  

 

* * *  
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Realize how treacherous and miserable  

is to promise prosperity to the people,  

and yet to perpetuate  

poverty and misery.  

 

Let go  

of the dishonest money and show,  

these are factors that are stealing  

other People’s honor.  

 

Life and Honor for me are the same  

and of course Invaluable,  

yet the leaders  

have transformed this Life to victims of the greedy.   

 

Now finally the Bright Season has come,  

we can reevaluate our Mother Life,  

and everyone has the chance  

to write his personal Healthy and Fresh History.  

 

* * *  
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Religions  

 

This is for our beloved brothers  

who have all kinds of religions,  

we need to bridge the gap  

brought by the old silly divisions.  

 

Today for us is a different time  

most of the people have awakened.  

Why should we perpetuate the division between us  

and why should we kill each other?  

 

Since God is Supreme Love  

and is One and Unique,  

why should the etiquettes  

of the different religions kill us?  

 

God is not the monopoly  

for any religion,  

the Bright Age has come,  

you have to remove your masks,  

you cannot serve God by parroting books.  

 

* * *  
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My dear brothers monks,  

if we all went to the country  

to pray,  

Christ would never have come on Planet Earth.  

 

He never gave an order to those who believe in him  

to stay in the cells,  

on the contrary he stated  

that God is in the heart.  

 

We are having  

God inside of us,  

why then does our cunning mind  

lead us astray?  

 

If you are leading a hermit’s life for discipline,  

know that the Knowledge of the Self can show the way for it,  

do not be allow the temptations to defeat you,  

but better give inspiration to the lost ones.  

 

* * *  
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My dear nuns,  

God does not reside in the monasteries,  

his Residence does not have locks,  

he resides within the Human Hearts.  

 

I do not intend to stir  

the calm waters,  

but I am studying the Truth  

and I wish to promote it in writing as well.  

 

Invest in the Knowledge of the Self,  

if you want to have full Knowledge of the Creator,  

since you cannot put Him in the moulds  

of any religion, church or books.  

 

When you are putting the Creator in a mould,  

you think that this is something good,  

but it brings religious wars  

and perpetuates the division.  

 

* * *  
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To the Mass Media  

 

The most insidious and disastrous weapons  

are the mass media.  

Because they are working constantly and efficiently  

to shape every generation the way they want.  

 

This is the reason why the balance is unstable,  

leaning towards the degeneration and criminality,  

which have become the food  

of the Humanity every day.  

 

Owners of the channels, newspapers and magazines,  

you have a tremendous responsibility,  

you are the ones who are bringing indolence  

terror and shame.  

 

You need to change the materials you use,  

starting from your mind first,  

who gave you the right  

to cultivate the mentality of the Middle Ages?  

 

Try to upgrade your quantity,  

you would not like your kids to live in such a world,  

sooner or later everything will return like a boomerang  

to those who are generating this situation.  

 

* * *  
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Do not worry, my dear friends,  

there are plenty of possibilities to bring freshness in our Time.  

What is needed from you is to look for them  

and then you will generously have them.  

 

I am wondering why are you pushing forward  

a quality that is continuously becoming worse,  

each channel competes the others  

for bigger auditory.  

 

This can be accomplished  

by using a different, wise and healthy way.  

Looking for a better and better quality,  

you will be able to increase the auditory.  

 

All the people will applause you then,  

because they will realize that your channels,  

cooperatively  

offer only Healthy programs.  

 

We can transform the chaos  

to an incredible Harmony,  

provided that we will be able to deal with  

the Wonderful Self Knowledge, sincerely and seriously.  

 

* * *  
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The Media of the public information  

are not supposed to belong  

to cunning embezzlers,  

because they shape other People’s intellect  

and become inhuman leaders.  

 

To perpetuate the abuse,  

the leaders create programs for enervation,  

People become sleepy then  

and stay away from their Divine Self.  

 

They throw to the people,  

bombs of ugliness and terror.  

Once in a while they project nice documentations,  

so that you do not awaken and change your course,  

they make you believe that you are like a balladeer.  

 

They grab your curiosity using a very methodical way,  

they make you believe that you have so many needs,  

and they steel Life from you  

through newspapers, magazines and the colorful box.  

 

All the public shows and information  

need to be inspired by the Human Elevation.  

Let us hope that they will gradually transform themselves,  

but first we need to transform ourselves!  

 

Those of you who wish to be Transformed,  

you can do it with the help of the Knowledge of the Self,  

do not become an instrument  

for the relaxation of others.  

 

* * *  
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You present yourselves  

as the servants of the People  

and unfortunately you are serving those  

who are against the People.  

 

Why do you have so much hypocrisy,  

you are selling other People and your dignity,  

just because you want to assure  

that your boss will give you the job.  

 

There is no worse crime than that,  

everyday you are bombarding with rubbish people’s brains  

and they do not have time at all  

to discover their True Self.  

 

You present your rubbish  

like it is something important,  

but when they will discover the Truth within them,  

they will close their ears hermetically.  

 

And those of you  

who are trying to assure your job  

by telling lies to your Fellow Human Beings,  

I am sorry, but you are putting yourself in a loop.  

 

* * *  
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My feeling is that the time has come  

to repent,  

to find the Truth within us  

and to let go of the hypocrisy.  

 

We need to be involved  

with so many essential things,  

education and drugs,  

poverty and ecology.  

 

You can see the hypocritical game of this world  

as an experimental phase  

which does not lead us to our uplift  

we are all participating in our nailing down.  

 

We have been offered an Incredible Chance  

to deal with the Knowledge of our Self,  

let us achieve Enlightenment,  

and remove the darkness from our mind.  

 

* * *  
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Journalism should not  

be just for money,  

but an encouragement for awakening  

and a Healthy Journey.   

 

Unfortunately, the journalists  

have bosses now,  

they are telling them what to write and what to say,  

no matter if these are rubbish.  

 

Some of them are owners of the media  

and they do not have any bosses,  

yet, they also feed other people with rubbish  

like the others do.  

 

Learn from the Knowledge of your Self,  

to speak and write the Truth to the public,  

and make sure to clean your vessel  

from the rubbish and the idle  stories.  

 

* * *  
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To the Parents  

 

Kids are like paste,  

they will take the shape you will give them.  

That is why my Dear parents you have a very big responsibility  

for your kids’ pain or craziness.  

 

Now that both of the parents are going to work,  

automatically the kids are like living in an orphan’s home,  

the communication has stopped,  

many sly persons have easily gained access to the education.  

 

Have a look at the dimensions that the crimes have taken,  

how many sly persons are in the education now.  

They have transformed the areas of learning  

into arenas and slaughter houses.  

 

The leaders of the division  

have created people who believe in the “right” or “left” ideology,  

they have applied their plans  

and made the students their wicked pillage.  

 

* * *  
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They broadened the crime, made it universal,  

they made them fascists or communists,  

imperialists, socialists and capitalists,  

they managed to have the people divided during all the times.  

 

In order to make sure that the people will not awaken,  

and realize that something is wrong with the “right”  

and “left” ideology,  

the sly persons created also the “center” ideology  

and more parties, to worship like gods.  

 

And the story perpetuates  

it is so well organized,  

that they managed to commit an incredible crime,  

to bring division and confusion to the people all the time.  

 

Division in the individuals,  

division in the family,  

division in society,  

what else are you waiting for  

from this miserable and tormenting history!  

 

* * *  
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My heart recommends  

to the parents to start to invest  

in the Knowledge of the Self,  

in order to be able to communicate with the soul of each kid.  

 

When you communicate with the Divine Self  

and with the kids,  

then those who are like the wolves and the foxes  

will be isolated.  

 

Then we will truly  

make the difference,  

starting to write the Highest History  

for a nicer society.  

 

Look how simple and real is this fact.  

When is the Human Being happy?  

When he has no division,  

because he is United with the Self.  

 

When is there a divorce? When they are divided,  

one goes here and the other goes there.  

When can they unite again?  

When they will overcome their division  

and come back home to live together.  

 

When can people in a society live with Love,  

Understanding, Respect and Dignity amongst them?  

When they return to the house of their Soul.  

The place where the Soul dwells has no divisions,  

everything has a Miraculous Harmony  

and those who do not know about it they are in disharmony.  

 

* * *  
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To the Educators  

 

A lot of attention is needed for the schools,  

that have been transformed to houses of corruption,  

with gangs, cigars and drugs,  

leading astray all the pure kids.  

 

The corrupted indifference  

of the ministers and educators,  

prevents from teaching the Self Knowledge,  

and the result is total destruction of the society.  

 

They promote rubbish  

with the ill objective to be paid off,  

they poison the kid’s minds  

most part of what is taught is suitable only  

for throwing it in the fire.  

 

Those who are irresponsible and unaccountable for their own 

actions,  

who live only to make money,  

they have put a burden on the little kids,  

a school bag which is heavier than them.  

 

They make them believe  

that stupid learning and weights are something natural,  

they want to make them get used to these from their childhood,  

and then easily accept the status in society.  

 

* * *  
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They can achieve the human conversion  

by carrying weights and by learning garbage  

and when they grow up,  

they will live with lack of understanding and absurdity.  

 

Absurdity leads  

to arbitrariness and hypocrisy,  

these qualities obviously exist  

in the society today.  

 

There is no doubt  

for the True Words of Life,  

all the governments and most of the people  

live with injustice.  

 

When are we going to stop  

the conversion of the kids,  

reject the learning of the garbage  

and prohibit the invasion of those who are misleading?  

 

If you, the parents do not take the lead  

how do you think that the drugs and illegalness are going to stop?  

or are you expecting your little kids  

to take the lead?  

 

* * *  
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Education has  

the most cancerigenic structure,  

those who are cunning are selling through their books  

their horrible poisonous food.  

 

Slowly and gradually they are converting the kids,  

who are limited by what they are learning,  

they become irreverent and lazy  

and then cigarettes, alcohol and drugs are at their disposal.  

 

They learn to have a fake respect  

trying to get a good position in the government,  

and when they manage to get it  

they cause discontent to the others and drive them crazy.  

 

This disgusting situation makes us know  

that education does not mean only to learn from books,  

it means Self Knowledge as well,  

this is the only way to have a Blameless Society.  

 

Realize the reason  

why this miserable tragedy perpetuates,  

it is because in schools  

they do not study Self Knowledge.  

 

* * *  
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To the Artists  

 

After making the outline of the objective that the artists have  

we can make an observation of the most important thing,  

it is so sad  

what damage the artists cause for the people.  

 

You steel the time from the people  

and always attract their attention,  

you become an obstacle for them  

to know their Mother Life within,  

since they are depended on you.  

 

I am sorry for those who are trapping and for the trapped,  

both of you feel like orphans  

you have always paid your attention elsewhere  

and neglected to search for our Mother Life.  

 

Nothing is more devastating and sad  

to have come on this Magnificent Planet Earth  

and not meet with the Power that created us,  

our Mother Life!  

 

Those of you who will reflect on my words,  

know your True Joy within  

and gradually be detached  

from all the catalysts.  

 

* * *  
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I am asking Mother Life  

to offer her words to me, I will write them on paper,  

and offer them in my turn  

to the unselfish singers,  

who in their turn  

will offer them to the audience.  

 

The Divine Words that I am writing on paper  

are directed to every Human Heart,  

and if this Generation will not read them,  

due to the limitations they have in their own minds,  

another coming Generation will sing them,  

these are not limited by time.  

 

My Beloved Mother Life,  

it is difficult to find ears ready to listen,  

in order to talk about your Grace, your Wisdom,  

Your Peace and Freedom.  

 

I cannot describe how grateful I am,  

that you have given me a Supreme Goal,  

to be a student of your Divine Self,  

you have also sent my Master who is True!  

 

* * *  
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Let us talk with sincerity and responsibility  

with those who assert through their artistic messages,  

that they are thinking consciously and collectively  

for a better Generation.  

 

Every Human Being is using an art to make his living,  

and to influence his fellow human beings.  

Some take the political side,  

some the religious,  

some the side of the journalists,  

some take the educational side.  

 

Some try to have good scenarios,  

some take the theatrical side,  

some become the director of a film,  

some are acting,  

some are satiric,  

some are composing in verse,  

some play instruments,  

some are singing.  

 

These areas are the most responsible  

for the fall of the people,  

because you are the ones who are leading by the hand  

every human mind.  

 

* * *  
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You are influencing  

most of the people,  

that is why it is necessary to study  

the Knowledge of the Supreme Self.  

 

You have the responsibility  

to be the bringers of the light,  

but if you do not have dignity  

you need to resign from the important role that you have.  

 

Those of you who are compromising  

with your unseen bosses,  

because you do not want to lose your job,  

you are not putting into practice  

what you are singing or saying in your performances.  

 

Invest in the Knowledge  

and discover your Divine Self,  

then offer the Hopeful Words of the Heart,  

so that all the People elevate.  

 

* * *  
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All the artists who present yourselves  

as the bringers of Joy,  

you are carrying a big responsibility on your shoulders  

for the immobilization of your Fellow Human Beings.  

 

You are supposed to offer them joy  

and finally you exchange it  

with the time that you are stealing  

and with money.  

 

You do not only take  

their time and money,  

you also manage to control them  

by making them to get used to your songs.  

 

You offer them from the stage  

passion and smiles,  

cause you want them to be your customers  

and live in deceitful frigates.  

 

What is the difference between  

the followers of the parties and the athletic teams?  

You are also creating dependence,  

so you can have followers of the song?  

 

Do these collective messages  

aim at a personal objective,  

to sit down, reflect and purify ourselves,  

by knowing the True Self?  

 

* * *  
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My dear singers,  

versifiers and musicians,  

I would like to sing a song to you  

with the hope that I will touch your hearts.  

 

Those of you who sincerely wish  

for the people to rejoice and elevate  

be involved with the Knowledge of the Self,  

you will receive True Joy  

and you will sing to them from your Heart.  

 

The words of the Heart  

do not come from the mind,  

they will offer inspiration and hope  

to all the people.  

 

If you do not want to just have the title of the artist,  

but you want to feel  

that you are a real artist, with quality,  

you need to be in contact  

with our Mother Life within.  

 

* * *  
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I have a feeling to sing for you  

and announce to your hearts,  

that this is our time  

for us to know our Life.  

 

We have not come on the Planet Earth  

so we can do everything  

and ignore  

our Mother Life.  

 

Blessed for a thousand times is this Time  

in which we are involved with the Knowledge of Ourselves,  

and get rid of the madness  

of our dark mind.  

 

We should not forget, that there are always coming  

New Blessed Generations  

and we need to remove from our minds  

the contagious seats of disease, from the past.  

 

* * *  
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We need to remind to our Fellow Human Beings  

what they really need to look for,  

in order to free themselves  

and become happy.  

 

They have converted them so much,  

some are running here and some there,  

they do not look for the Real any more,  

they do not care to know their Divine Self.  

 

They have created an artificial paradise,  

which was supposed to bring joy,  

but what happened was the contrary,  

they became like robots, cut their wings,  

and became incapable to fly away from their cages.  

 

Fortunately the Master came  

to offer his Living Knowledge,  

all those who will invest in it  

will be liberated.  

 

* * *  
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My dear singers and lyrists  

I wish the tongue of your mind  

to transform like a trumpet  

and utter beautiful words coming from your Heart.  

 

Let the heartfelt songs  

become elevating,  

because the songs coming from the mind  

are only for drinking alcohol and for depression.  

 

The mind’s songs  

are accompanied with alcohol and smoking,  

and the Heart’s songs  

are accompanied with the drink of the Heartfelt Joy.  

 

When the People know  

the Indescribable Richness of the Heart within,  

then they will reject all the substitutes that they created,  

and used as a catalyst for their Joy.  

 

* * *  
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We do not need to change our profession,  

just need to increase our quality,  

and communicate with dignity  

with the Supreme Foundation which is our Pure Heart.  

 

Your songs and the music  

are necessary to inspire the people,  

to elevate  

by turning Inside.  

 

Only the Knowledge of our Self  

will be able to transform everything,  

all the ugly and disparaging ways  

can be transformed to Beautiful and Magical.  

 

We all know that everything  

is dancing in the rhythm of selfishness,  

let us change everything now  

and make them dance in the rhythm of Unselfishness.  

 

* * *  
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Let us use the music  

to sing the Inviting Message of Humanity,  

to touch all the people  

with words of Love, Freedom and Peace.  

 

The lyrists of that Time  

will write only words of the Heart,  

about stopping the wars on Earth  

and replacing them with tears of Joy.  

 

Let us abandon the evil thoughts,  

and give space for the Kind thoughts to rule,  

evil brings misery,  

Kindness brings Happiness.  

 

Now is the time to rule  

the Peace and the Love  

of the True, Living Master,  

and this is possible because of the Knowledge of the Self.  

 

* * *  
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To the Ecologists  

 

Do you know the reason why we have gone astray  

and we have destroyed our Divine House?  

It is difficult to believe it, but all the evil things  

are coming from the ignorance of our Self.  

 

Like all the evil things are coming from  

the ignorance of our Self,  

all the good things are coming  

from the Knowledge of the Self.  

 

You can make an analogy with the Humanity in general  

and the individuals, for whom  

the fall is coming from the ignorance of the Self  

the raising is coming from the Knowledge of the Self.  

 

Let us deal with our  

Internal House first,  

then we will derive Wisdom  

for our external house as well.  

 

The destruction of the Planet Earth  

can be repaired,  

if we come back inside  

to the Divine Source.  

 

* * *  
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When the inner environment  

is a mess,  

then you will make a mess  

your external environment as well.  

 

The Knowledge of the Self  

increases you the Respect and Appreciation  

for Ecology,  

and then your interest is not because of fear.  

 

It is not possible to have Self Knowledge  

without an appreciation to ecology,  

and it is not possible to have ecology  

without an aspiration for Self Knowledge.  

 

If you are interested only about ecology  

and not about the Knowledge of the Self,  

then you reject the Creator  

and look at the Creation only.  

 

This one sided interest towards ecology  

is coming from the fear,  

not to lose the foods and drinks  

and die from hunger.  

 

It is like when there is a war and the people of a country  

come together because of fear,  

and as soon as the war is over  

they start again to fight each other because of their greed and jealousy.  

 

So it is different to respect  

and appreciate one thing unconditionally  

than to appreciate it  

because of fear and selfishness.  

 

* * *  
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Poverty  

 

There is a foundation that the Master has created,  

it works with unselfish people,  

in order to remove death and hunger  

for millions of Fellow Human Beings.  

 

This is one first thought coming from the heart,  

let us reduce the money spent for cigarettes and alcohol  

and give it for water and food,  

to bring down the number of the poor kids who die.  

 

When we become sensitive on poverty  

our kids will learn from that  

and gradually with our beautiful Compassion,  

we will be able to bridge the gap  

 

So much money are spent for toys  

and they end up in the garbage cans,  

we make our kids greedy  

and on the other side many die from starvation.  

 

* * *  
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Governmental Justice  

 

Humanity is suffering from horrible tortures,  

crimes, robbery and drugs,  

we have reached the bottom,  

and trying to find the reason how was all this created.  

 

Those who present themselves  

to be the leaders of the people,  

should study the Knowledge of the Self,  

this is a basic criteria.  

 

The Knowledge of our Self  

has all the Wisdom.  

It can transform the dirt and the anarchy  

to clarity and discipline.  

 

New and strict laws  

are needed,  

the wolves are devouring the lambs,  

killing and raping little kids and old people.  

 

Strict laws  

are needed,  

for those who are destroying  

our Planet Earth.  

 

* * *  
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It is not right every one who is unaccountable  

to contaminate the Water, the Air and the Earth  

and lead Humanity  

to a merciless destruction.  

 

The schools teach the People  

to live only for themselves,  

and very few care  

for their Fellow Human Being.  

 

Imagine our Planet as a miniature of a ship,  

cooperation is needed for the ship not to sink,  

cooperation not coming from fear,  

because it is about to sink,  

but coming from appreciation for this ship,  

it helps us to earn our living.  

 

The same way we, the Human Beings,  

need to have Self Knowledge like this ship,  

and communicate with each other with appreciation,  

have respectful cooperation.  

 

* * *  
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If you promote Self Knowledge  

in the schools and the Universities,  

the crime and robbery  

will dramatically reduce.  

 

If you have been trapped and did not make it  

to benefit your generation,  

saw a seed for the next generation  

and you will accomplish your duty.  

 

Those of you who are responsible for Justice,  

you need to have inner learning.  

Life is extremely Strong  

it can change you, you can become uncorrupted.  

 

With your Dignity and Advice  

you will inspire the people  

to find their True Self,  

and have uncorrupted thoughts as well.  

 

So, gradually and nicely  

the rotten root will disappear,  

each one of us can make a start  

for the Humanity to elevate.  

 

* * *  
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Those of you who are the guards of Justice,  

you have a much bigger responsibility,  

you have the duty in society  

to judge the crime and robbery.  

 

The crime and the robbery  

have reached the top,  

now is the time to make sure  

we have uprooted the rotten root.  

 

Corruption does not come by itself,  

it is brought by others,  

those who are serving the authorities  

need to become more sensitive.  

 

I would simply like to note  

that your tolerance  

makes you become guilty as well,  

now is the time to speak up, with conscience.  

 

Justice needs to be treated,  

that is why anarchy is ruling.  

You are trapping each another  

and become compromised and indifferent.  

 

* * *  
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Local Police  

 

As I am driving the taxi  

I see an inconceivable injustice,  

the government is chasing out the hucksters  

with the help of the local police.  

 

If they were chasing illegality,  

with the same passion  

that they are chasing the people who want to work,  

then the world would not have so much terrorism.  

 

Chasing the people who are working  

and not bother about the drugs,  

this is insane action,  

that is how People are converted.  

 

Your bosses provide you with luxurious cars,  

and offer you job,  

but I am asking you,  

don’t you think that the fellow human beings  

who you are chasing  

also need to eat? that they also have little kids?  

 

When you show up the are running away terrified,  

not to seize their goods,  

because their only concern  

is to find food for their kids.  

 

I am reflecting with indescribable sadness,  

for how long are the Human Beings  

going to keep their eyes closed  

and instead of evolving they are rotting?  

 

* * *  
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In my taxi I have seen  

old men and women,  

who have become cripple for ever  

by the cunning cutpurses.  

 

In the busses and the bus stops  

cutpurses are moving around,  

they are acting like they are in their own fields  

and milking their own cows.  

 

In the cities and the country  

they have robbed all the houses  

and everybody  

is totally scared.  

 

Finally it looks like  

the wolves are defending the sheep,  

and the guards of the government  

are pretending that they do not see anything.  

 

Do not forget that you also have  

grandmother, grandfather and mother  

and you would not like to see them cripple  

and their faces full of tears and sorrow.  

 

* * *  
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Paralympics  

 

I will not focus on Paralympics,  

what I really have to say is about Inner Freshness,  

I have nothing to say about your agonistic events,  

but I can remind you about your True Joy.  

 

My dears, whatever we do on the outside,  

if we do not find Inner Joy  

we will suffer like the fish,  

out of the water.  

 

The Master offers a practical way  

to get in touch with  

the Almighty Life within,  

that protects us from self-destruction.  

 

Our mind urges us to compete  

and we might find joy by this,  

but it’s an illusion  

it shows us the wrong path.  

 

* * *  
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There is no external effort  

that can replace Inner Joy,  

we need to give our Heart  

the chance to be fulfilled.  

 

Do you think that those who are able in body  

are Happy as well,  

because they can exercise?  

The Soul cannot be satisfied by external things.  

 

I would recommend you, to study first  

the Inner Exercise,  

for your Soul to discover  

our Mother Life.  

 

I do not advise that you should not exercise,  

but you need to take care of the Soul first,  

everybody takes care of their bodies,  

but their heart inside is miserable.  

 

* * *  
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Let the Knowledge of the Self,  

become the guide of your mind,  

it lightens the journey to Life  

and the Soul feels the Magic of the Supreme Fulfillment.  

 

Let us invest  

in the Knowledge of the Self,  

it is the Source of Peace and Freedom  

of the Soul, the Body and the mind.  

 

If we do not learn to be in touch  

with Life within,  

any missing part of the body  

is irrelevant.  

 

Our body will go away  

either way,  

let us learn to enjoy  

the Inner Journey.  

 

* * *  
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My dear Brothers  

when athleticism is for money,  

it is also antagonistic,  

it has become the horsewhip for the People,  

just observe the agony in their faces.  

 

My dears, Life is for Delight  

it is not for competition,  

those who are fighting for this  

have lost their goal.  

 

Noble Athleticism  

is not for profit,  

it is incredibly enjoyable,  

because there is no fanaticism.  

 

* * *  
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Any kind of competition  

increases selfishness,  

everyone sees their Fellow Human Beings  

as their enemy.  

 

Athleticism,  

and also all the other debit and credit that is happening in the 

world  

are like gambling,  

each one is trying to beat the other.  

 

So, dears  

you need to choose  

you can play and hate  

or you can enjoy playing.  

 

We have the choice  

that we want to feel,  

enjoyment and brotherliness  

or pride and hate!  

 

* * *  
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Negation of “non wisdom”  

 

One idea sets aside the other  

and the struggle perpetuates,  

Humanity has become like in the carnival,  

it is changing ideas all the time.  

 

Those who are dedicated to the mind, seem to be like our guardian  

but they cause the worst destruction to other People,  

they divide them and make them enemies with each other,  

in order to establish their crazy ideas.  

 

Don’t you understand, that when you pursue  

the back fall of other people,  

sooner or later  

they will also try to overturn you?  

 

Are you still like the little kids,  

who are fighting each other for their little plays?  

The same way the older ones are fighting,  

but they are doing it for money,  

they are buying other People for boats or cars.  

 

* * *  
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Is it that we need a different overthrow  

to start to turn within,  

to negate our “non wisdom”  

and discover our Divine Wisdom?  

 

This is the Dignified and Real Overthrow,  

to reject the unfriendly guidance,  

and the attribute you have achieved unwillingly,  

and made you a being who is a destructive trap for Humanity.  

 

Without the Feelings of Love and Respect,  

all the ideas of the mind  

are bringing division, selfishness,  

destruction and war.  

 

So my good friends,  

do not listen to those who are causing destruction,  

study the Exquisite Knowledge of the Self.  

Those who are dedicated to the mind  

have buried the Feelings of Love and Respect.  

 

* * *  
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Chasing the false joy  

 

Look at the Humanity  

as a miniature on a single Human Being,  

if you want to realize and understand  

everything that is happening around you.  

 

Look at two different types of People,  

the one who is chasing money,  

trying to find joy,  

and the other who has been found through his Master  

the True Inner Joy.  

 

The one who has not experienced joy within,  

is trying a thousand ways to find it,  

he is always chasing money,  

to get something new with it that will bring him joy.  

 

He is chasing this uncaught joy  

amongst the materialistic things  

and of course he cannot find it,  

and then becomes miserable and slowly-slowly schizophrenic.  

 

* * *  
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One is deceiving the other  

thinking that with money and other substitutes  

they will find Joy,  

but this Joy is completely missing.  

 

The slogan in every country  

is to have better economy  

and all the citizens are living all the time,  

in misery.  

 

They have identified Happiness  

with economy,  

and now they are asking only for money  

they forgot about Happiness.  

 

So everyone is trapped,  

because  

they are only interested  

to grow financially.  

 

* * *  
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To Those Who Have a Vision  

 

My dear Brothers,  

the first thing we need to focus on  

is the understanding  

that we need to come together.  

 

In order to achieve this,  

first we need to know  

our Divine Self,  

and remove our individual confusion.  

 

When we attain the Union  

with the Self,  

then it will become much easier  

to love every fellow Human Being.  

 

Only the Knowledge of our Divine Self  

will remove the cancer of our mind,  

that has brought up our differences and then we became sick.  

But now we will discover our similarities  

and become Healthy again.  

 

If those who have a Vision for the General Good,  

stay scattered,  

I am sorry, but it is like  

you are all dead.  

 

* * *  
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Dear people who like to have a vision for Beauty,  

know the True Master of the Time,  

through his work you will realize  

the Supreme Vision of our Mother Life.  

 

When we realize the Vision  

of our Mother Life,  

we will then be able to cooperate  

with the True Master of the Time.  

 

When those who have a vision come together,  

all the bad things will slowly diminish,  

and our blessed children will not experience any more  

the wars and the drugs.  

 

Those of you who have a vision for Beauty,  

know that we have one unique mission  

to bring back to the Planet Earth  

Peace, Love and Prosperity.  

 

The smelly situation continues to exist  

because of the indifference of everybody,  

Union is necessary  

and Global Cooperation.  

 

* * *  
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Like all the dark manipulators  

are united,  

the same way all the Bright Volunteers  

also need to be in union.  

 

Humanity needs to transform  

and head towards its destination,  

to discover its Divine Nature,  

which is our Forgotten and Most Beloved Mother Life.  

 

I am introducing to you the True Master,  

in order to be able to make this Possible,  

to study the Knowledge of the Self  

and escape from the limits of the mind.  

We have an evolutional process in front of us  

by discovering the indescribable Magic of Life!  

 

* * *  
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It is a priority  

to study the Knowledge of the Self,  

because we are bombarded all the time  

by the useless and evil thoughts of our mind.  

 

If you learn  

to find your shelter,  

then other people’s minds cannot harm you,  

and your mind cannot harm you.  

 

Make the Knowledge of the Self  

the Guide for your Enlightenment,  

in order to experience Peace, Freedom,  

Wisdom and Incredible Bliss.  

 

First you need to know  

how to cooperate with your True Self,  

and then you will be able  

to cooperate with every Fellow Human Being in a healthy way.  

 

Only the Healthy Cooperation  

between those who are working for the General Good,  

will manage to eliminate the cancer  

brought by the dark age.  

 

Only the unselfish cooperation  

can elevate the society,  

selfishness leads  

to jealousy, fall and illegality.  

 

* * *  
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My dear Fellow Human Beings  

those of you who have not realized yet,  

the responsibility that we all have  

for the next blessed coming generations,  

at least do not prevent from helping  

other responsible Hearts.  

 

Do not be shocked, my friends  

by the awakening of others  

who do not follow your ideas  

and old plans.  

 

Look, you may need to listen  

to the new ideas of the awaken ones,  

and cooperate for the building  

of a Respected and Loved world.  

 

We all have experienced  

in every day life,  

that we are under the influence,  

of those who are in our company.  

 

So, you need to be very careful,  

the Human Being by himself  

puts the rope around the neck.  

The thoughts you create or you accept from others,  

influence you  

and shape your course in your life.  

 

* * *  
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May be some silly and opportunist beings  

are mad on show and power,  

but they should not be able to mislead the whole society  

and give a wrong direction.  

 

Your unacceptable behavior,  

makes you suffer even more than other people,  

you are driven to insane actions  

and bringing more darkness.  

 

Following so much the shallow education  

and chasing for more degrees,  

does not offer you any education  

about your inner Divine Essence.  

 

People suffer,  

because the cunning are pretending to be the leaders,  

they have created a sad atmosphere,  

so many thieves,  

trying to survive against the others,  

feeling of doubt for each other.  

 

My dear good friends,  

if you do not discover the Supreme Inner Peace,  

and the True Eternal Love inside,  

all your words will be totally empty,  

no matter how much you have evolved the art of rhetoric.  

 

* * *  
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The True Resurrection  

 

People are dealing  

only with the “body-box”,  

which will putrefy anyways  

at some point in the future.  

 

They are not dealing at all  

with the content of the “body-box”,  

the discovery of the Soul,  

the Immortal part of God.  

 

Since you do feel the contact  

with your Immortal Soul,  

it is like this Soul is dead  

in your body.  

 

You will be able to experience  

your personal resurrection,  

only with the Discovery  

of the existence of your Immortal Soul within.  

 

No matter how many formal Easters  

you are going to celebrate in the church,  

if you do not experience your Inner Resurrection  

you will suffer a lot during your journey.  

 

This is the Message of the Godman Christ  

through his Resurrection,  

he said “God is within you”,  

let us find his Universal Soul.  



To the Masters 
 

 

My Beloved Master,  

I cannot describe my Gratitude,  

because you have given me the possibility to recognize you  

and you have helped me to leave illusion behind.  

 

My Beloved Master,  

give me the words to praise you,  

you have helped me to recognize within  

my Sweetest Divine Self!  

 

My Beloved Master,  

we are so fortunate that you have come during this Time,  

Humanity has gone too crazy  

and we were heading to total destruction.  

 

When this fact  

will be realized by every single Human Being,  

there will be no limits to the Gratitude  

for the True master.  

 

* * *  
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It is necessary to stop  

the craziness coming for the dark ancestors.  

Let us learn from the Love and the Knowledge of the Self,  

that eliminates the unhealthy hatred.  

 

Let us bring back the Supreme Eternal Teaching  

of the Knowledge of the Self, taught by the Light bringer Socra-

tes,  

and the Teaching of the next Godman, Jesus Christ,  

for Divine Love, Respect and Enlightenment.  

 

We offer Indescribable Universal Gratitude  

to all the True Masters  

who are coming on Earth,  

to teach Love and Brotherliness.  

 

In this dark age  

which is at the same time the most Bright Age,  

we have again a Living Master  

sent to us by our Loved Mother Life.  

 

My feeling is to express this to you,  

without any intension to hurt your feelings,  

all the True Masters  

do not have any relationship with any religion,  

it is the People who convert their teachings to merchantry  

and arbitrarily use it as their monopoly.  

 

* * *  
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True Masters  

do not follow any religion,  

they do not need brokers  

who will read the books for them.  

 

The Perfect Masters  

are the only brokers for God,  

they bring Light and their Love,  

they remove the darkness of the mind.  

 

I praise all the True Masters,  

who are coming on Planet Earth  

and save the Humanity  

from total destruction.  

 

I am not a worshipper of the personality of the Masters,  

I just adore their essence,  

all of them are offering the same thing,  

their Love and their Light.  

 

* * *  
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Every day my feelings urge me to sing the praises  

of my Dearest Socrates,  

who was teaching “Know Thyself”,  

he prepared me to recognize  

my Master who is alive today.  

 

I study the Teachings of Socrates  

for a very long time,  

through the Teachings of my True Master,  

so now I know what he was talking about,  

and I deeply appreciate him.  

 

Those who were studying the Knowledge of the Self  

lived a Golden Era,  

those who didn’t, caused destruction  

with guns and knives.  

 

You see the dark people  

never liked the Light,  

they poisoned the Master  

and established the darkness.  

 

This Diachronic Message has come back Alive  

by the Master of Today,  

and those who wish to experience their Golden Era,  

have the Choice to do so.  

 

* * *  
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The ongoing darkness,  

and the enslaving of one Human Being from another,  

has brought back the Master again  

for those who wanted his Light.  

 

They crucified our Christ  

because they wanted to preserve only the dark side,  

but the Masters even with their death  

they created the lit side as well.  

 

For the Human Beings  

there is always the offer of Choice,  

to experience within them  

the Golden Era.  

 

My dear Friends,  

God is not a theory,  

available for every religion  

to monopolize.  

 

God is only  

a personal Inner Experience,  

you can feel Him  

through the Knowledge of he Self  

in your Inner Temple.  

 

* * *  
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Our dear Master,  

now that you are in Tel Aviv,  

let your Divine Love  

soak all the minds in Israel.  

 

Our dear Master,  

now that you are on Earth,  

give your light to the People  

in this dark era.  

 

The presence of the True Master  

brings palingenesis,  

the darkness on Earth is removed  

and turns into a Bright Era.  

 

If you did not come during this time,  

the Planet would have been destroyed  

because of jealousy, hatred, irreverence,  

craziness and selfishness.  

 

* * *  
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Love and Light  

are Present inside  

of my Divine Self,  

and they remove the darkness of my mind.  

 

In the Presence  

of my Living Master,  

my whole Existence  

is bathing in his Love and Light.  

 

Without the Presence  

of the Living Masters,  

People are creating religions  

and consequently follows blood bath.  

 

The Presence of the Sun  

if Necessary for the Earth,  

the same way the Form of the Master  

is Necessary for Humanity.  

 

* * *  
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My Beloved Master  

how grateful I am to You,  

you have shown me how to live  

in the Sweetest Divine Present!  

 

My Beloved Master  

I am overwhelmed with Supreme Gratitude,  

I could never imagine  

that I would ever receive such a Divine and True Gift!  

 

You have given me something more than Life,  

Living “Knowledge”,  

I can recognize it,  

appreciate it and love it.  

 

Before I received your “Knowledge”  

I had Life as well,  

but I could not recognize it,  

appreciate it or love it.  

 

Because if you have Life  

and you do not know how to appreciate it,  

it is a Gift that was never truly taken,  

you live but you also have pain.  

 

* * *  
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The Coming of the True Master  

makes the scenery clear.  

Finally Humanity  

has two sides.  

 

One side has those who act from their heart,  

the other has those who act from their mind.  

So now the people have a choice,  

those who wish the Light, have to work for it.  

 

When I say work  

I do not mean work in this world,  

I am talking here about inner work, for elevation,  

in order to experience Liberation.  

 

There is an unwritten Law,  

when you pursue your elevation,  

you inspire the others  

and they are also looking for Liberation. 

 

 

 

 

 



The Difference Between  

the Mind and the Heart  
 

 

The ideas of the minds are selfish.  

The ideas of the Hearts are Unselfish.  

The ideas of the minds are individualistic.  

The ideas of the Hearts are Collective.  

 

The ideas of the minds are deceitful.  

The ideas of the Hearts are Clarifying.  

The ideas of the minds are destructive.  

The ideas of the Hearts are Creative.  

 

The ideas of the minds sow the seed of hatred,  

irreverence and division.  

The ideas of the Hearts sow the seed of Love,  

Union and Respect.  

The ideas of the minds are to bring slavery.  

The ideas of the Hearts are for the slaves to be Free.  

 

The ideas of the minds are profitable.  

The ideas of the Hearts are Voluntary.  

The ideas of the minds have irreverence.  

The ideas of the Hearts have Devotion.  

 

The ideas of the minds  

are jealous, can commit crimes.  

The ideas of the Hearts  

are Kind and can cure.  

 

Those of you who wish to be free  

from the sick ideas of your mind,  

educate yourself with Wise and Healthy Ideas  

coming from your Self Knowledge. 



Qualities of the Heart and the Mind 
 

 

Life  

 

There is nothing more Supreme and Magical  

than the Gift of Life,  

we are coming from nonexistence to existence,  

and we are guests on this Earth.  

 

If Life itself  

was not the Joy, the Love and the Freedom,  

everything would be so sad,  

with no essence at all.  

 

Have you taken a few minutes to reflect  

the Indescribable Value of this Life?  

If you were an emperor and someone tried to kill you  

you would offer him the whole world, just to save your life.  

 

The Value of Life cannot be compared  

with all the riches in the world,  

without Life  

we cannot live even for a moment.  

 

There are no words  

to give enough thanks to Life,  

Life is offering herself to us,  

every moment.  

 

* * *  
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Death  

 

In the absence of Life  

death shows up,  

without any voices or Joy,  

deep silence, everything around is dead.  

 

Now, here is a strange joke,  

as long as they are alive they are asking: is there Life after 

death?  

And they are expecting for a reply from all, besides Life itself,  

since they had no interest to know the answer when they were 

Alive.  

 

Life was not given to us  

to know it after we die,  

Life is waiting for us to be known,  

now, that we are Alive.  

 

If you are willing to know Life,  

now that you are alive,  

you will not have any questions coming from the mind,  

Life itself will give you the Answers.  

 

* * *  
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Knowledge  

 

What a Supreme Gift of Life is Knowledge!  

It needs contemplation  

to realize  

that only he Knowledge of the Self  

can elevate the Human Being.  

 

The Knowledge of the Self  

is Necessary for Education,  

in order the People to experience  

Incredible Equilibrium and Health inside.  

 

There is no philosophy or Cosmo theory  

that can offer us  

Equilibrium and Heath inside,  

only the Inner Divine Wisdom can do so.  

 

Take with you the Knowledge of the Self  

during your journey,  

like the body needs the eyes,  

you will feel then extremely Rich, with Innumerable Diamonds!  

 

* * *  
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Ignorance  

 

In the absence of the Knowledge of the Self,  

ignorance rules like a dictator,  

pretending to be knowledge,  

and trying to enslave the people.  

 

You do not know  

how to rule your body and mind,  

you destroy yourself,  

and on top of all that you are setting traps to other people 

around you.  

 

I would like to indicate, that the ignorance of your Self  

will make difficult the journey of your Life,  

ignorance has a dark spectrum,  

starting from pride and reaching to unmerciful destruction.  

 

Recognize how Fragile you are  

and come back to your Heart,  

to discover now that you are alive  

your Immortal side.  

 

* * *  
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Love  

 

Life, Divine Love  

is the Supreme and the very First Blessing,  

it saturates all and everything  

in the Magical Creation.  

 

Divine Love  

is Life itself,  

in every Living Form  

exists  Love together with the Generator Life.  

 

Have a look, the Supreme Love  

is prevailing everywhere,  

in all the kingdoms of the Creation,  

Love carries its secret, which is Genetics.  

 

If we did not have inside  

the Sweetest Love of God,  

all the kingdoms in the Creation  

would live the most miserable tragedy.  

 

The Noblest Love of Life  

offers balance to all and everything,  

it gives birth  

to Peace, Freedom and Happiness inside of us!  

 

* * *  
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Hatred  

 

Hatred comes  

when there is absence of Love,  

like the darkness comes  

when there is the absence of the Light.  

 

When there is lack of Love,  

because we have not discovered it inside,  

then we feel confused,  

and we create weapons to kill each other.  

 

When there is lack of Love,  

because we do not experience it inside,  

then we have an awful attitude  

and we wish to cause disasters to the others.  

 

Hatred generates  

criminal arbitrariness,  

this is the way the wars start,  

from rampant anarchy.  

 

* * *  
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Joy  

 

Another Wonderful Gift of Life  

is the Innate Joy,  

you always make sure that it exists  

when you look and play with the kids.  

 

The older people have forgotten the joy they have inside,  

because they are trapped,  

they are chasing joy on the outside,  

and are dependent on becoming famous and making money.  

 

Finally Life is Unconceivable,  

Indescribable Magic,  

the Gifts offered inside and outside  

are beyond any imagination.  

 

No matter where you are,  

you can feel the Inner Joy,  

be United with Life within,  

this is Joy by itself.  

 

This is the Incredible Secret,  

for those who discover it,  

it does not remain secret any more,  

since now it is known!  

 

* * *  
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Jealousy  

 

In the absence of the Tree of Joy  

the thorns of jealousy will grow,  

first they make you bleed, since you carry them  

and then you pierce the others with your eyes, words and ac-

tions.  

 

Jealousy is a thorn,  

very disturbing,  

it does not allow you to enjoy,  

not even for a minute.  

 

The way jealousy evolves  

is insidious and destructive,  

starting from the little brother or the schoolmate,  

and ending up to the slaughter of Humanity.  

 

Only with the Knowledge of the Self  

you can uproot jealousy from within,  

if you do not destroy the nest,  

the snakes will always bite you!  

 

* * *  
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Gratitude  

 

Another Supreme Gift inside of us  

offered by our Mother Joy,  

is the Gratitude that the devoted Student  

can experience.  

 

Sweetest Gratitude  

is like the Life Giving water that you drink,  

and then your thirst is quenched  

and you feel totally Satisfied.  

 

You can feel  

the Supreme Gratitude,  

when you deeply realize  

the Irreplaceable Gift of Life.  

 

I wish you  

to have Supreme Gratitude,  

as your Moving Power  

in the every day journey of your Life.  

 

* * *  
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Ungratefulness  

 

In the absence of Gratitude  

ungratefulness prevails,  

when we cannot realize  

all the Gifts that Life offers us every day.  

 

The lack of Gratefulness  

is like the thirsty  

feels defeated in the desert,  

and always tormented.  

 

When the cup of the Heart  

has no Gratitude inside,  

you are not different than those silly people  

who do not have intelligence at all.  

 

The disease of ungratefulness  

leads you to greed,  

and then you become like contagious cancer  

for the Society of the World.  

 

* * *  
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Kindness  

 

Another blessing inside of us  

is the Divine Kindness,  

those who experience it  

they feel Bliss.  

 

Sweetest Kindness  

is the Daughter of Life,  

when her beauty manifests  

makes all the people around her happy.  

 

Kindness can create  

beautiful friendship,  

all the beings are looking for  

this wonderful communication.  

 

Kindness is Generous,  

makes the desperate smile,  

for this we need to find it inside  

and offer it to the desperate,  

till they discover it in their turn  

and feel grateful towards Life.  

 

* * *  
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Wickedness  

 

Poor wickedness  

rises up when Kindness is absent,  

and is ready to bring commotion  

everywhere around.  

 

Wickedness does not relate  

to anything else,  

and is totally indifferent  

for all kinds of destruction.  

 

Those who have it inside,  

they feel a big burden  

and as they try to get rid of it,  

they create chaos.  

 

* * *  
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Compassion  

 

Another Divine Gift  

is the Magnificent Compassion, in the Heart,  

through “Knowledge” you can realize  

that we are all one family.  

 

We must care  

for those who are poor and in pain,  

and have healthy conditions is the insane asylums  

and in the prisons.  

 

They cannot visit us,  

they are trapped,  

but we need to visit them  

and bring Hope and Compassion to them.  

 

Let each one of you offer practical care,  

till we prepare a special institution for them,  

so that those who are in pain,  

can feel that they are also with us.  

 

* * *  
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Cruelty  

 

In the absence of Compassion,  

thorns grow,  

and we use them for our Fellow Human Beings,  

to wear thorny crowns.  

 

The individualism of the selfish mind  

makes Human Beings cruel,  

and brings them to the point to be delighted  

to see other Fellow Human Being dead.  

 

Where do all wars and injustice come from?  

From the horrible cruelty,  

that is why hatred and craziness  

are still ruling the Humanity.  

 

My dears, please replace  

the cruelty of the mind,  

with the Compassion  

that the Knowledge of the Self teaches us.  

 

So that injustice and wars  

gradually come to a stop,  

since the Human Beings will have Compassion  

and love each other again.  

 

* * *  
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Chasing  

material wealth  

will shape you to be more and more cruel,  

and you will totally lack Love and Respect.  

 

The way you will bring up your kids  

will not benefit them,  

you will care neither for your Soul  

nor for your kids’ Soul.  

 

Being commanding to the kids  

will shape them, make them cruel,  

this is why cruelty multiplies  

and Humanity is suffering.  

 

If there is no Love and Happiness  

in our families,  

how can we demand for  

a beautiful society!  

 

Discover the True Wealth inside of you,  

Supreme Love and Respect,  

then you will give excellent education to your kids,  

and your Heart will always be in bliss.  

 

* * *  
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Patience  

 

Another Blessed Gift  

is the weapon of Patience,  

it always makes you a Winner,  

in the opponent conditions,  

during the journey of Life.  

 

Let us never abandon our weapon,  

which is the Powerful Patience,  

because the wolves are coming  

and tear in peaces the lamb.  

 

Our Mother Life  

helps us to grow Patience  

in order to have Dignity  

and stay far from submission.  

 

Sweetest Patience  

will make save you from many troubles,  

with your Life as your Guidance  

everything will be possible.  

 

* * *  
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Impatience  

 

Do not make impatience your friend,  

it will always offer you unhappiness,  

and always chase you  

and make you lose the most essential goal.  

 

If there is absence of your Patience  

you will have to submit,  

and you will become the reason  

for your own destruction.  

 

Impatience will make you  

greedy and unsatisfied,  

every day  

will be a torture.  

 

Impatience  

will make you like a robot,  

wherever you are,  

you will cause confusion.  

 

* * *  
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Courage  

 

Real Courage is coming  

only from our Mother Life,  

if we do not want to lose it,  

we need to focus on Divine Breath.  

 

When you have the Courage of Life,  

you do not accept any repression of the soul,  

so you will always have  

a good relation with your Self.  

 

The Gift of Courage  

will always make you Dignified,  

you will not fall in traps  

or feel shame.  

 

Only with the Courage of Life  

you can have Freedom,  

those who can Experience that  

they pursue to make it known  

to the Worldly Society.  

 

* * *  
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Fear  

 

When you have no Courage  

fear shows up,  

you become vulnerable  

and become terrified.  

 

Two different fears,  

one is innocent, you feel like a lamb,  

because you did not find within  

our Powerful Mother Life.  

 

The second fear  

is obsequious,  

they can buy you with money or glory  

and you can become a criminal.  

 

Some commit crime  

by giving wrong directions to the education system,  

others use alcohol,  

wars, gambling and drugs.  

 

The coward  

pretend that they are courageous,  

and they are using the harmless  

to relieve themselves.  

 

The bragging and cowardly minds  

hurt those who are harmless,  

they like to enslave them  

and exterminate them insidiously.  

 

* * *  
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Respect  

 

Another Supreme Gift,  

is Sweetest Respect,  

no temptation  

can affect you.  

 

When you come in contact  

with Divine Life within,  

it is incredible how much you respect Yourself  

and anything else on Earth.  

 

Respect makes you honest,  

you do not make fights or adultery  

you do not take part in depravity  

or in murders.  

 

When we are full of Supreme Respect  

to our Mother Life,  

only then we can feel  

that we are worthy Human-Gods.  

 

* * *  
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Irreverence  

 

When you do not experience within you  

Divine Respect,  

then irreverence is your leader  

every moment.  

 

Irreverence makes you arbitrary,  

hypocrite and evil intentioned,  

you are looking for power,  

because selfishness is your leader.  

 

Irreverence carries you away  

to a constant tension,  

it makes you show  

miserable audacity.  

 

Irreverent people are unaccountable for their actions,  

they become looters,  

and very easily  

they are killing each other.  

 

* * *  
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Admiration  

 

This is another Incomparable Gift inside of us,  

the mechanism of Admiration,  

it becomes active only  

with the Knowledge of the Self.  

 

Why am I mentioning only  

the Knowledge of the Self?  

Because then you will be able to admire  

the Indescribable Art of the Creator.  

 

The admiration of the mind  

is for this world which is like a circus.  

The Admiration of the heart  

is for the Supreme Beauty.  

 

The eyes of the Soul  

appreciate Imagination to be incredibly Magical,  

with the material eyes of the mind  

we cannot see the Immaterial Lit and Full of Colors Magic of God.  

 

* * *  
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Apathy  

 

If you do not feel within  

the Admiration that Life has offered you,  

your unconscious apathy  

will cause disaster.  

 

Apathy is creating garbage  

and the garbage create corruption,  

and the sick apathetic person  

wants to smash everything.  

 

Apathetic people destroy the Divine Nature,  

that feeds us with its fruits  

because they are not interested at all  

about the recently born Kids.  

 

Your apathy  

can make you stupid and unaccountable,  

but your Admiration for Life  

can make you intelligent and responsible.  

 

* * *  
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Recognition  

 

One more Divine Gift  

is the Sweetest Recognition,  

it makes you Conscious every moment,  

to be in touch with Life within.  

 

Recognition needs to start  

from your Body, which is a miracle,  

by learning to focus on the Divine Breath,  

where our Mother Life is vibrating.  

 

Besides our Body-miracle  

we are witnessing  

Innumerable other miracles,  

and when you recognize them  

your Gratitude is like a Queen.  

 

The Sweetest Knowledge of the Self  

offers Enlightenment to the Mind,  

and then wherever you look  

you will admire God’s Magic.  

 

* * *  
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Non recognition  

 

In the absence of Recognition  

there is an incredible void inside of us,  

we are lost on this Planet  

without a Supreme Goal.  

 

If you do not recognize our Mother Life,  

who is always with you, in every Breath,  

I am asking you, my Dear Brother,  

why have we come on Earth?  

 

Have we come to recognize  

our human deadly games,  

that have brought the early death  

to Humanity?  

 

We have taken away our Recognition  

from the Highest Miracle, our Life,  

and we invested in the little human miracles,  

which are for the Creator, like the little toys of the babies.  

 

* * *  
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Appreciation  

 

If you appreciate your Life, first of all,  

this is going to be the lamp in your yard,  

to show you the tricks of the minds  

and where your enemies are hidden.  

 

When you have a priority  

to appreciate Life,  

even if you live in hell externally,  

at the same time, you will experience the Inner Celebration.  

 

When you have appreciation  

for your Mother Life first,  

nothing will scare you  

no matter what kind of destruction takes place.  

 

People suffer  

from the lack of Healthy Appreciation,  

they have put their priorities in other things,  

like money, fame and food.  

 

* * *  
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Another Divine Gift  

and weapon, at the same time  

is your Appreciation,  

your Invisible Sword.  

 

You need to sharpen it all the time  

in the Perfect Sharpener,  

our Mother Life,  

so that none can ever beat you.  

 

You need to appreciate  

your Life first,  

and not allow to the garbage  

to steel your time and your attention.  

 

Do not let them take the Power of your Appreciation  

to your Supreme Life,  

it is easy for them to sell you gold plated jewellery  

saying that they are made of pure gold.  

 

* * *  
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Robotization  

 

With the absence of Appreciation  

robotization is born,  

and you are directed by other people who are like parrots  

far from yourself.  

 

Human beings are converted  

in all phases, from kindergarten to higher school,  

it was supposed that they will be given wisdom  

to be able to find job and happiness, when they grow.  

 

They teach them to appreciate  

the garbage stupid people offer,  

and when they come out in the field of Life  

they become like poisonous snakes.  

 

My dear Friends, if you do not appreciate Life itself,  

your teachers and their teachings make  

the most conniving destruction,  

because they are the obstacles  

to our pursuit of our Mother Life.  

 

* * *  
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Understanding  

 

Another Divine Gift  

and weapon that can save us, is the Understanding  

that our Highest Life  

has offered to us.  

 

When they change your power of appreciation  

at the same time your Understanding eliminates.  

How can you understand the Truth,  

when everybody has been telling you idle stories,  

since you were young?  

 

We need to listen again,  

with humility, like when we were little kids,  

to hearken the Truth  

and gradually to reject the idle stories.  

 

It is necessary to understand  

our Mother Life,  

because this is the only way to be enlightened  

and get rid of the most dark age.  

 

* * *  
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You need to Return inside  

in order to discover your Divine Life,  

because only in the company of Life  

you will be able to increase your Understanding.  

 

When you hear  

the Words of Truth,  

try to understand them,  

because they will direct you to your happiness.  

 

When you hone your Understanding  

with your Sweetest Life,  

you are set free from doubts,  

because you experience Inner Bliss.  

 

Today an Incredible Choice is offered to each one of us,  

where do we want to invest our Hope,  

our Appreciation and our Understanding,  

in this world or in our Divine Self within us?  

 

* * *  
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Doubt  

 

With the absence of Understanding  

doubt is born,  

and this becomes your trap  

in your personal history.  

 

The ongoing doubt  

will bring craziness,  

when they offer Knowledge to you,  

you chose ignorance.  

 

The lack of Understanding  

of the Supreme Gift of Life  

will make you confused  

and desperate in the journey of Life.  

 

Doubt will not enable you to be fulfilled,  

without discovering your Life, this is not possible,  

only Life can offer  

your desirable liberation.  

 

* * *  
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Clarity  

 

This is another Divine Gift  

of our Mother Life,  

when you walk together with Life  

you will always be clear.  

 

Sweetest Clarity  

always keeps you awakened,  

protects you from the traps  

and makes you Happy.  

 

Clarity helps you  

with an incredible way in the journey of Life,  

like the windshield wipers  

help in the rain.  

 

Clarity teaches you  

what it is that you really want,  

makes you capable to reject the garbage,  

although they have changed your mind in order to like them.  

 

* * *  
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Confusion  

 

In the absence of Clarity  

you will always be confused  

and you become unhappy,  

when you follow your wrong choices.  

 

Confusion will always  

have you divided,  

you will blame all the people around you, that they make mis-

takes  

and they are doing you wrong.  

 

Confusion will lead you  

in the darkness of the world,  

and your journey  

will be covered with thorns.  

 

Replace confusion  

with your Divine Clarity,  

so that you benefit  

and also make a good foundation for the next generation.  

 

* * *  
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Discipline  

 

Another Divine Gift  

and Irresistible weapon  

is offered by Wonderful Life,  

this is Discipline, that can always make you win.  

 

Discipline creates  

inner wings for you,  

so that you are not attached  

to the material deadly games.  

 

Discipline will always keep you far from traps  

in your every day destiny,  

and the journey of Life  

will become magical, incredible!  

 

Your destiny is not in the future,  

it is in today, it is inside of you,  

my proposal for you is to know Life,  

that offers its Magical Tools!  

 

* * *  
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Discipline is an Incredible and Exciting Gift  

taught to us by Life,  

in order to beat the illusion  

and feel fruitful every day.  

 

Mind can never imagine  

what a lesson is offered to the student by Discipline,  

he is evolving inside every day, with Wisdom  

and lives an Inner Incredible Magic.  

 

The student of Life  

is exactly like the bird,  

it walks on Earth,  

but as soon as the trapper tries to catch it,  

it has the Gift of its Wings, and flies away.  

 

* * *  
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Indiscipline  

 

With the absence of Discipline, that can save us,  

is dancing indiscipline, that can destroy us,  

that is why we have prisons  

and insane asylums.  

 

The undisciplined  

cannot be neat,  

therefore he causes confusion  

to the people around him.  

 

Indiscipline  

has also its scale,  

it can be individual or global,  

it sows destruction.  

 

Indiscipline has driven Humanity  

to a miserable fall,  

and only the Knowledge of the Self  

can bring elevation.  

 

When I am mentioning Humanity,  

I am talking about you as well,  

you are not exempt  

from “Know Thyself”.  

 

* * *  
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Will  

 

Another Divine Gift  

and irresistible weapon,  

given from our Creator  

is the Will to attain our Supreme Goal.  

 

They have taught us to use our Will  

just for pursuing garbage,  

and then to have poisonous snakes  

in our inner house.  

 

We want to have within, the company  

of pride, jealousy and hatred,  

lie, greed, ungratefulness,  

lust, artifice and complete hypocrisy.  

 

My friends, you can see clearly from your experience,  

that to live a bad day or a nice day  

is something totally dependent  

on what company you have.  

 

* * *  
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Negation/rejection of Life  

 

Another Inner Blessing  

given from our Mother Life, who created us,  

is the “negation”  

of our destruction.  

 

They did not teach us, when we were young  

about the Knowledge of the Self,  

because they wanted to push their garbage  

in the house of our mind.  

 

With merciless bombardment of garbage,  

they managed to convert our True Self  

and instead of rejecting the garbage  

they taught us to succumb to everything.  

 

The problem starts  

because we want those things that hold us down  

and we reject the things  

that will elevate us.  

 

Through habit, although we should reject  

we accept,  

we accept our destruction  

and deny to learn about our Creator Life.  

 

You need to learn what you should want  

for your elevation,  

and what you should reject  

for your immobilization,  

this is a lesson given from Life.  

 

* * *  
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Simplicity  

 

Only Divine Life and its manifestation  

can express the Wonderful Simplicity,  

where the Indescribable Magic is transformed  

by the Untraceable Entirety.  

 

I have no words to express  

my Awe and Admiration,  

just because I realize  

that I am also one of the Miracles of Simplicity.  

 

Let us try to become simple,  

and approach our Mother Life  

with the Knowledge of the Self,  

and let her be the Guide of our mind.  

 

The more we become simpler  

the journey towards Life becomes more beautiful,  

you do not worry to reach somewhere or become something,  

because you have found Life, the Supreme Diamond.  

 

* * *  
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Complexity  

 

In the absence of the wonderful Simplicity  

emerges the stupid complexity,  

by which the so called “scientists”  

have driven crazy the Humanity, with their theories.  

 

Each one can easily write  

any kind of theory,  

print it in books  

and sell it for education.  

 

Each one can create  

a crowd through their theory,  

and when they start to fight  

they end up with garbage.  

 

The crimes that are made  

by the complicated People  

in the Worldwide History  

are beyond any imagination.  

 

Those who are possessed by guile,  

pursue only the theories,  

they are not interested at all  

in experience.  

 

* * *  
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Purity  

 

Another Divine Gift  

of our Mother Life,  

is the childlike Purity,  

for which is needed Total Consciousness.  

 

Only Divine Life  

is Purity by itself,  

and offers the Possibility  

to experience it.  

 

Only when you are consciously tuned  

with the Divine Breath,  

then you feel Pure,  

because you become one with Pure Life.  

 

Divine Life purifies you  

and you feel like a Pure Kid.  

And then you love all the kids in the world  

innocently, from your Heart.  

 

* * *  
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Immorality  

 

With the absence of Purity  

you become a slave of immorality,  

you would do anything for yourself  

in order to manipulate your Fellow Human Beings.  

 

In words you are supposed that  

you are their servant,  

in action  

you murder them.  

 

Each one is doing this  

in a different scale,  

someone has only one servant  

and someone has a whole nation, in their net.  

 

When you do not learn  

from the lessons that Supreme Life gives,  

the temptations  

will extirpate you.  

 

* * *  
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Disinterest  

 

Our Sweetest Life  

is Disinterest by itself  

and teaches its creatures  

to live with Dignity.  

 

The way you experience Freedom  

when you are tuned with Life,  

the same way you feel Free,  

when you become Selfless.  

 

When you are Selfless,  

you never feel shy,  

and you are at the same time  

incredibly happy.  

 

Generous Disinterest  

creates peaceful circumstances.  

People with Knowledge work with devotion  

for the Light of Life to shine again.  

 

* * *  
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Selfishness  

 

Like in the absence of Light  

there is darkness,  

the same way in the absence of Disinterest  

Humanity is in a sad plight.  

 

The face of selfishness  

is in every human mind,  

and everyone hides it  

with a different way.  

 

The universal disease  

has corrupted Humanity  

there is so much cheat between people, being so serious-look-

ing,  

stony feloniousness is behind all this.  

 

Like the cancer  

destroys the body,  

the same way selfishness  

reduces to nothing the Human Being.  

 

* * *  
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Dignity  

 

Another Divine Gift  

that the Highest Life offers us,  

is that those who are students of Life  

become Dignified.  

 

Sweetest Life teaches us  

not to disturb one another,  

because we have all been created  

by our Mother Life.  

 

Life also teaches us  

that we are all passing  

and we should not destroy anything  

on its kingdom, Earth.  

 

Visitors come all the time,  

we should not cause any kind of destruction,  

let us be dignified  

and worthy of the Divine Life.  

 

Like in every country we preserve  

the admirable works of our ancestors  

to attract the foreign visitors,  

the same way let us preserve  

the Admirable Planet of the Creator  

for the blessed visitors.  

 

* * *  
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Indignity  

 

In the absence of Dignity,  

indignity manifests,  

gossip, defamation  

and a lot of stupid guile.  

 

Your every day journey  

becomes more and more worthless,  

because you are in the company of people  

who are very flat.  

 

If you would like to stop  

the rolling down of your mind,  

I suggest that you invest  

in the Knowledge of Yourself.  

 

The only company  

you can experience with Dignity,  

is to become a sincere student  

of the Supreme Life.  

 

* * *  
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Justice  

 

The Powerful Life,  

when you become its student  

will teach you Justice  

and you will feel Bliss.  

 

When you obey Justice  

you will not feel shame,  

you will be in the arms of your Consciousness  

during the whole journey of your Life.  

 

Like you dislike injustice  

towards Yourself,  

the same way you should avoid  

to damnify any other Fellow Human Beings.  

 

Treat Justice like a Queen  

in your Heart  

and in turn she will have you always  

like a Dignified King.  

 

* * *  
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Injustice  

 

With the absence of the Inner Justice  

the mouse of the injustice is dancing,  

wherever you take refuge  

you want to bite everybody.  

 

Do not have every day  

unfair treatment towards other people,  

because unfortunately, my brother,  

you will be driven to the corruption of your mind.  

 

Your mind thinks that you are the winner  

because you gain from the unfair actions that you take,  

yet your inner fall is guaranteed  

in the journey of your Life.  

 

I feel that now is the time  

that people should learn from their education in schools,  

that the reason of their diseases  

is because of their thoughts and actions.  

 

* * *  
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Hope  

 

They mislead you to place your hope  

to the leaders,  

who are supposed to create a better life for you  

and this is a statement they parrot, till your last Breath.  

 

That is why you need to gain  

your Hope again,  

and place it inside of you,  

this will be your Armor.  

 

Those who borrow or sell  

their Hope to the others  

will always be dependent,  

like poor slaves.  

 

Hope is a powerful weapon,  

it is like an innate Gift of God,  

in order to appreciate its preciousness,  

we need the Knowledge of the Self.  

 

* * *  
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Let’s say Hope is like your money,  

then some “parrots” show up,  

to manage it  

and before you know you are finished.  

 

When you withdraw your Hope  

from your Divine Self,  

they will devour you, your mind  

and everybody else’s mind.  

 

The “parrots” are shooting  

for the most felonious exchange,  

they steal the Hope from you  

by using unaccountable rhetoric.  

 

Do not set yourself in a trap,  

you need to learn where to offer  

your Hope and your attention,  

offer them to the one who gave them to you.  

Where ? To our Mother Life,  

only she does not want us to be poor.  

 

* * *  
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If you offer your Hope to other things  

you will lose something,  

but if you offer it to your Life,  

you will reanimate yourself.  

 

When they steal from you the attention and the Hope,  

they have used the worst way to trap you,  

they will not let you get out of there,  

they have managed to build a cell in the prison of the mind.  

 

What else do you think  

that the trap or the cell are?  

They are the needs that they have created for you  

and you carry them in your mind and your body.  

 

If you want to be liberated  

you need to Return inside,  

Freedom is waiting there for us,  

our Mother Life.  

 

* * *  
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Desperation  

 

With the absence of Hope  

desperation sprouts,  

and then chaos manifests  

and shameless plunder.  

 

My dear friend, you need to observe  

the two opposites,  

desperation is the drink of unhappiness,  

Hope is the Nectar of Bliss.  

 

Desperation  

unfortunately takes away Lives,  

and traps the People  

in unexpected disasters.  

 

Desperation leads you  

to become the puppet of anyone,  

that is why I recommend you  

to keep your Hope within!  

 

* * *  
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Peace  

 

Our Supreme Life  

is Peace by itself,  

those who experience it  

feel indescribable Gratitude.  

 

The Inner Peace of Life  

will terminate your war,  

because you will love Supreme Life  

and every Fellow Human Being.  

 

To those who invest  

in the Supreme Harmony,  

Life offers  

endless Health of the Soul.  

 

Sweetest Harmony  

can set you free from the madhouse,  

can set you free from carrying weapons,  

and from any kind of trouble.  

 

* * *  
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War  

 

In the absence of Inner Peace  

your inner war is raging,  

and your division  

causes fights with every fellow human being.  

 

Your inner division  

is like a hidden hand grenade  

and at the same time  

a deadly trap.  

 

Unfortunately, division  

has also its scales,  

its is an uncured injury  

that can destroy either a single human or the whole world.  

 

That is why it is extremely necessary for the leaders of the 

countries  

to study Self Knowledge,  

and inspire the people  

for Inner Peace and Prosperity.  

 

* * *  
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Freedom  

 

Real Freedom  

is a Quality that Divine Life has,  

if you do not become a student  

you will never be able to feel it.  

 

People misinterpret  

Divine Freedom,  

they can do anything  

in their unconsciousness.  

 

My dear Fellow Human Beings,  

Supreme Magical Freedom  

has absolutely nothing to do  

with human unaccountability.  

 

We are trying to cover  

our disgusting and criminal  

actions and thoughts,  

by using the most polished words.  

 

Only the Wonderful Self Knowledge  

can change the Human History,  

by offering Peace, Wisdom,  

Love, Freedom and Prosperity.  

 

* * *  
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Every Human Being  

has two Leaders,  

one Leader is God, 

the other is the mind.  

 

God shows you  

how to have discipline,  

you are always the Winner  

and feel Inner Freedom.  

 

Mind urges you  

to do whatever you want,  

then you are driven to anarchy,  

and every day you are chasing with misery your desires.  

 

God gives you discipline and  

— makes you always experience Freedom —  

The mind gives you anarchy and  

— makes you always feel slavery and misery —  

Now is the time to use Wisdom!  

 

* * *  
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If you want to have Discipline  

you need to listen to the Inner Wisdom,  

which is actually Life itself,  

and then you will feel Supreme Freedom.  

 

For this, my  Dear Friends  

do not identify  

the Wonderful Freedom  

with arbitrariness and anarchy.  

 

Divine Freedom  

is Life itself,  

and in order to experience it  

you need to give your mind, soul and body.  

 

If Supreme Life  

is not Freedom by itself,  

Life would not have any students to make a confession  

and to speak about the Bliss it brings.  

 

* * *  
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The Unexplainable Miracle  

of our Mother Life,  

is Supreme Freedom,  

it supersedes every fantasy.  

 

If you want to have the privilege to enjoy it  

and never lose it,  

you need to become a student  

of the Almighty Life.  

 

When you invest within,  

in order to recognize your Life,  

then your everyday Freedom  

will become the food of your soul.  

 

This Incredible Fulfillment  

of the Human Soul,  

can be attained only  

if you become a Student of Life,  

in the rhythm of Divine Breath.  

 

* * *  
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Slavery  

 

Freedom and slavery  

both exist within us.  

Freedom is Life itself  

and slavery is mind itself.  

 

The impersonal ruler  

of your prison and unhappiness  

are the thoughts of the mind,  

they are your everlasting enemies.  

 

What else do you think that slavery is  

beyond your thoughts,  

that take you to the future and the past  

they steal the Sweetest present from you.  

 

Wherever you live, whatever you do,  

if you do not live in the present  

where Life manifests with the Divine Breath,  

you will always be a slave in the prison of the mind.  

 

Only with the salutary Knowledge of the Self  

we can bring forth Bright History  

and feel that we have accomplished the mission we have,  

as living creatures of the Supreme Life!  

 

* * *  
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Slavery is the absence of Freedom,  

like unhappiness is the absence of Happiness.  

Slavery and misery are manifesting inside of you  

and when you discover Life within,  

they disappear!  

 

Like the presence of the Light  

removes the deepest darkness,  

the same way Life removes our darkness,  

since it is the Supreme and most Bright Diamond.  

 

Slavery does not exist  

only in prison,  

everybody carries it within  

the cage of the mind.  

 

The invisible commandos  

are the thoughts of your mind,  

they will always pursue  

to slave your Soul.  

 

* * *  
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In the absence of Inner Freedom  

what else is there apart from slavery,  

you are doing everything without any results  

in order to feel Freedom.  

 

All the human beings  

are seeking for Freedom,  

but they are trying to find it  

amongst irrelevant things.  

 

People do not know  

how to experience Inner Freedom,  

they are cheating and committing crimes  

with horrible arbitrariness.  

 

They transform the Noblest Freedom  

to anarchy,  

everywhere you see people compromising  

with many-faced hypocrisy.  

 

* * *  
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Harmony  

 

The other Blessing  

is Inner Divine Harmony,  

you do not need songs, dancing and music,  

when you are Focused on the Divine Breath.  

 

Supreme Life is Music by itself,  

it dances together with the Student with the Divine Breath.  

Divine Life does not need any chorus,  

on the contrary, it is disturbed by the drumbeating.  

 

But because we have not Inner Harmony,  

we create songs, music,  

dances and drinks  

in order to find the untrue Happiness.  

 

As long as we try  

to create our Happiness,  

we will never feel  

what is Supreme Harmony.  

 

Divine Harmony  

allows you to live in balance,  

amongst all the various  

uncontrollable madhouses that the society has created.  

 

If you do not want to be weary  

with the dance of this crazy disharmony,  

you need to rest in the rhythm  

of your Divine Harmony.  

 

Inner Harmony is the Health of the Soul,  

without this the mind gets crazy.  

 

* * *  
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Disharmony  

 

When you are not in harmony  

with your Mother Life inside,  

your journey will be accompanied  

with permanent injury.  

 

Your disharmony  

causes misery,  

not only to you,  

but to all the people around you.  

 

As long as you are in disharmony  

you will always look for troubles,  

and every new day that you live  

will be a miserable story.  

 

That is why if you want to be saved I recommend  

the Knowledge of Yourself,  

in order to learn the Harmony  

between your body, soul and mind.  

 

* * *  
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Bliss  

 

Another Divine Blessing  

is Supreme Bliss,  

in order to experience it  

you need to feel Life inside of you.  

 

When the Human Soul  

is united with Life within,  

then the Human Being  

will consciously be able to arise from the dead.  

 

The Joy that the Soul experiences,  

when is met with Life,  

is beyond any fantasy,  

I wish you to reach the Supreme Experience.  

 

Then the Soul knows  

the Divine Dance  

and dances with the Breath  

in the rhythm of Magical Life.  

 

* * *  
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We have inside of us  

Incredible Gifts and Blessings,  

that are beyond  

our sweetest fantasies.   

 

We go everywhere and we are doing everything,  

begging for Happiness,  

and inside of us is waiting  

Supreme Bliss.  

 

No matter how bad is  

the worldly game,  

when you meet with Life within you,  

this game will be transformed to a delightful Journey.  

 

Our Mother Life  

is Bliss by itself,  

if you offer soul, body and mind to your Life  

your Inner Smile will be Everlasting.  

 

* * *  
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Schizophrenia  

 

Divine Bliss  

is the result of the Meeting  

of the orphan Soul  

with the Love of our Mother Life.  

 

Where do you think is coming from,  

the ongoing disease of schizophrenia?  

It is because the People cannot find  

the Supreme Relation.  

 

Schizophrenia has its scales  

and is also contagious  

it can, very easily, cause  

the destruction of the world.  

 

Experience the Sweetest Bliss  

coming from the Divine Self Knowledge,  

that will always fill you  

with the Health of the Soul.  

 

* * *  
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Happiness  

 

Sweetest Happiness  

is also a property of Life,  

to experience it  

you need to become a student.  

 

None can buy  

Supreme Happiness,  

you cannot create it,  

and it is not material to shape it.  

 

Divine Bliss  

is the innate embodied wealth of God,  

who has gifted every Creature,  

to feel the True Joy, wherever he is.  

 

The Invaluable Wealth  

that exists within us,  

cannot be described  

and only the soul can feel it.  

 

* * *  
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Unhappiness  

 

In the absence of Happiness  

unhappiness rules,  

you feel so void within you  

and you are running everywhere like a hunter.  

 

The void within us  

creates craziness,  

that is why each one wants to eat the other,  

like an appetizer.  

 

Those who are miserable  

create uncured disaster,  

and they see everything around them  

so gloomy.  

 

The queen of unhappiness  

has brought deepest darkness,  

marry the Queen “Life” of Happiness  

and Humanity will shine again.  

 

* * *  
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Wisdom  

 

Another Divine Quality  

is the Wisdom of the Almighty Life,  

if you want to make your journey Magical  

you need your Mother Wisdom.  

 

Ask to have wisdom  

as your permanent companion,  

during your journey  

and your body, soul and mind will be in bliss.  

 

The Supreme Wisdom of Life  

is incredibly simple,  

and is offered generously every moment  

with your Divine Breath.  

 

Embodied Wisdom pursues  

to remind People how to live  

with Love, Peace, Freedom and Dignity  

and to always prosper.  

 

* * *  
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Ignorance  

 

The lack  

of Inner Wisdom  

is covered with stamped papers  

and diplomas of philosophy.  

 

They have changed the name of the most Sacred  

and Magical word Wisdom,  

to philosophy,  

and they study it as a theory in the schools all over the world,  

but they cannot experience the Divine Wisdom,  

because they study human philosophy.  

 

Divine Wisdom is one thing  

and the human ignorance is another thing  

that likes the theory,  

and reading books to get diplomas.  

 

Divine Wisdom has absolutely no relationship  

with human philosophy.  

Wisdom is the Supreme Experience,  

ignorance is theory.  

Wisdom is offered by the Creator  

and ignorance by the cynical Human Being.  

 

* * *  
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Devotion  

 

Another exquisite Gift and Powerful Weapon  

given from our Mother Life,  

is the learning of having devotion,  

in order to attain liberation.  

 

Magical Devotion  

is a Divine Inner Feeling,  

offered as a Gift, if you ask for it  

from your Divine Self.  

 

Devotion is not  

depreciatory action,  

on the contrary  

it is Supreme Freedom.  

 

Regardless of your occupation,  

you can be totally devoted  

to the Divine Work of Life,  

be the messenger of the True Master  

and make known his Message  

for the union of the people on Earth.  

 

* * *  
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Irresponsibility / Inconsistency  

 

When you travel the journey of Life  

without a Highest Goal,  

unfortunately the journey will be painful,  

uninspired and disappointing.  

 

We easily undertake  

unbelievable shallow projects to accomplish,  

and in return deep misery comes back to us,  

like boomerang.  

 

Irresponsible action against the Elevation of the Soul  

can lead a Human Being to corruption,  

that is why the planet Earth  

is groaning in a way none can describe.  

 

Irresponsibility  

has its scale as well,  

one side is to let your parents feed you,  

and the other is to make luxurious depredation in your Life.  

 

* * *  
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Consciousness  

 

Sweetest Consciousness  

is the Unmistakable Leader,  

protecting us from innumerable traps  

and making us dignified.  

 

Admirable Consciousness  

is God’s deeper voice,  

who speaks to our mind,  

so that we do not cause any harm to our Fellow Human Beings.  

 

Those who obey Consciousness  

feel Winners and Happy,  

those who do not care about it  

are always lost and unhappy.  

 

Our Protector Consciousness  

is like the breaks of our car,  

so that we do not fall in gorges  

during the journey of our Life.  

 

* * *  
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Unconsciousness  

 

Finally, my Dear Friends,  

since we know what problems we have,  

let us recognize the reasons of our sufferings  

and use our Wisdom,  

so that we do not repeat the same mistakes.  

 

When we discover  

the Supreme Wisdom within,  

we can experience it with Self Knowledge,  

and then we will be protected from unconsciousness.  

 

If we do not water with Self Knowledge  

the seeds sown in Education,  

thorns and misery  

will be the rulers.  

 

When we promote Self Knowledge,  

starting from Pure kindergartens,  

People will be Dignified  

with full Honesty.  

 

* * *  
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Awakening  

 

When you become a student  

of Supreme Life,  

you will always be awaken  

and at the same time Blessed.  

 

Sweetest Awakening  

keeps you in consciousness all the time,  

it helps you observe the magic of Life,  

which is spread out everywhere,  

it helps you experience the Inner Dance.  

 

The Highest Gift of Awakening  

can make the journey of Life beautiful,  

you become full of Gratitude  

every Divine moment.  

 

When I am saying Awakened,  

I do not mean awakened  

to encounter the problems of the world,  

this kind of awakening does not give you any happiness,  

on the contrary it disappoints you,  

I mean Awakening towards Life within you,  

so that it can make you feel its magic.  

 

* * *  
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Sleep  

 

If you are not in touch  

with your Mother Life within you,  

you are like a living dead,  

since you are unaware of the highest event.  

 

Do you think that because we are driving  

or we speak, sitting or standing  

that we are truly awakened?  

Unfortunately we are sleeping, far from Life.  

 

When you do not experience at any time,  

the Freedom and the Happiness coming from Divine Life,  

I am sorry my Brother, you need to awaken  

because you are in a very deep sleep.  

 

Invest in the Knowledge of the Self,  

to realize Life within you,  

then you will be Awakened  

and happy every moment.  

 

* * *  
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Passion  

 

Real Passion is Healthy,  

created by the Noble Message  

“Know your Divine Self”  

it helps you harmonize Body, Soul and your mind.  

 

Increase your passion  

for the Supreme Gift of Life, every day  

and your Life will teach you  

how to attain liberation!  

 

The passion for the Divine Gift of Life  

needs to stay inextinguishable,  

if you put it out  

you will be miserable throughout your journey.  

 

Your passion for Life  

will always keep you in Clarity,  

it will bring Health to your Soul  

and you will live with Peace and Bliss.  

 

* * *  
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“Apathy” for Life  

 

When your passion is far from  

your Mother Life,  

you will be surrendered by apathy,  

which will bring destruction.  

 

Those who do not have any passion  

to learn about Almighty Life,  

become the reasons that multiply the cancer  

on Planet Earth.  

 

If you put focus on your passion in Life  

and not in so many  

useless things,  

then you would live amongst Miracles.  

 

Do not stay apathetic  

for the Knowledge of Yourself,  

because you will become the reason of your fall  

and of the fall of the others.  

 

 

 

 

 



Supreme Human Success  
 

 

The Supreme Success of the Human Being  

is to discover Life within  

and stay a Devoted Student,  

learning all the time  

the Divine Art of Life.  

 

The Divine Art of Life  

manifests every moment  

in its own creation,  

our Divine Breath.  

 

In our Exquisite Breath  

is hidden the Supreme Secret,  

to live in our Paradise  

every moment.  

 

My Dear Friends  

if you want to make it possible,  

I would like to introduce to you the True Master,  

otherwise you will live in a deceitful dream.  

 

* * *  
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Do you want to Feel Human-God?  

God is in your heart.  

Do you want to Feel Love?  

In your heart is the Divine Source of Love.  

Do you want to Feel Happy?  

In your heart is the Source of Happiness.  

Do you want to Feel Peaceful?  

In your heart is the Source of Peace.  

Do you want to Feel Wise?  

In your heart is the Source of Wisdom.  

Do you want to Feel Full?  

In your heart is the Source of Fulfillment.  

Do you want to Feel Free?  

In your heart is the Source of Freedom.  

Do you want to Feel Rich?  

In your heart is the Indescribable Wealth of Life.  

Do you want to Feel a Scientist?  

In your heart is the Supreme Science,  

without any ink, stamps or diplomas.  

Do you want to Feel Devoted?  

In your heart  

is the Magnificent Source of Respect.  

Do you want to Feel Dignified?  

In your heart is the Source of Dignity.  

Do you want to Feel Pure?  

In your heart is the Source of Supreme Purity.  

Do you want to Feel Unselfish?  

In your heart is the Source of Supreme Unselfishness.  

 

* * *  
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The Supreme Message  

is finally One and Unique,  

all the people need the “Know Thyself”  

in order to elevate.  

 

But here is a Key  

that needs a lot of attention.  

Supreme Self Knowledge  

has nothing to do with theory.  

 

It has no relation with philosophies,  

nor with religions,  

neither with Cosmo theories,  

nor with books,  

because it is only an Inner Individual Experience.  

 

Those of you who need  

Peace, Freedom and Happiness,  

I advice you to study  

the Practical Holly Self Knowledge.  

 

 

 

 

 



Epilogue  
 

My dear friends,  

The reason why I am writing this book is because I would 

like to give you the urge to receive KNOWLEDGE, so that you 

invest in it and make it a part of your every day journey in your 

life. Gradually and inevitably the Knowledge of the Self will 

bring you the deepest realization of Self-Appreciation, Self-Re-

spect and Self-Discovery of the Inner Supreme Feeling of the 

Divine Love, by which the Human Being is fulfilled and trans-

forms the human-devils to Human-Gods!  

I wholeheartedly wish to you to succeed Supreme Bliss, 

which is the unique, the Inner Practical Union with your Divine 

Self. Good and Blessed luck to all of you!  

With deepest Love, Appreciation and Respect  

your fellow traveler,  

your friend and your brother  

 

Notis Kontomichalos 

 

 

 

GRAB THE MOST RARE,  

THE MOST SUPREME  

OPPORTUNITY AND POSSIBILITY TODAY,  

NOW THAT YOU ARE ALIVE  

ON THIS DIVINE PLANET EARTH! 

 

 

www.wopg.org 

www.theartoflife.gr 

http://www.wopg.org/
http://www.wopg.org/


 

I am feeling incredibly grateful towards my Beloved Master, as 

well as amazingly happy, for being enabled as His students of  

this time, to confirm and perpetuate from experience, by writing 

and talking, the Supreme Teaching of all Divine Masters at 

every different time! And as their intermediate, urging my fel-

low-people to continue that Supreme Learning of the 

“Knowledge of the Self” for that arise, becoming the example 

and the bookmark towards the next Beloved Real Master of  

their Time, to the new blessed generations.  

 

 





DEFEAT YOUR IGNORANCE WITH SELF KNOWLEDGE

DEFEAT YOUR HATE WITH YOUR DIVINE LOVE

DEFEAT YOUR DISRESPECT WITH YOUR RESPECT

DEFEAT YOUR SELFISHNESS WITH YOUR SELFLESSNESS

DEFEAT YOUR JEALOUSY WITH YOUR DIVINE JOY

DEFEAT YOUR LIES WITH YOUR TRUTH




